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T he aim or this projN t Willi to find" simple , pract ical " nil sufficiently accu rate
me-thod for findilll{the natu ra l freq ut'nc~ of" pro pl'llt'r shdt lU\!i("mbly. T ile-need for
s uch method s is ft'll a t thl"N rly design sta£C$when suffieient da ta about the syst em
is net avallable an d the nt"C"d to rest rict the cost of analysis is ofi lllPOrlancc. Due to
t hese fact s it iii clear t hat th e merhods h"liM 011 the di5cf('lizatioll of rhc conueun m,
which can es timate the uatural Ieequcneics accurately may not he edvis ahlc 10 go
in fo r in the init ial lilages,
III the class of ap proximat e method s, to which thi.'\work 1Jl'long.'\, inv('sti~at ions
done so far have Cf111II']y modelled the propellrr . which was avoided in the present
work. The propeller was consider ed to be a Rexil.l(' rotor mounted wlth I>\adf>ll .
To solve the problem ani\ lysis was carr ied 0 111 ill three par h . f irst the blade
was stud ied for the nat ural freqllenci l'!i. mode llhapn, stat ic deflect io ns ancl the
slead}' state st resses. T he blade was assu med to he a can t ii<'\'er and thl;' res ults were
cross-checked by a prdimilla ry finite l'k m('nt analYliili using beam 1'I('IIIf'nts. T he
UlSumption was found to b...qui te-valid after doing ti ,e fini te clement ana lysis lIliing
3·n Iscparamerri c 20 noded clcm(,llts . for t ill.'airrotl blad l' effects 01 rot at ion. dl('a r
de flectjon, ro tary inert ia. pitch sett ing angle W('~ ta ken into considera t ion. Second
the sha rt-rot or sys tem wall st ndiccl and l ile eq uation for t ile r ren eveese vlbra tions
was derived in the com plex plane which was solved for the na tural Ireqncucics,
Effects of fo rward and reve rse whir l, hxed and simply sllllporl('(1 fo rwa rd bea ring
end conclitions, tailllha ft length varia tion, rot ary illl'rli., and shea r doflocrion were
invest iga ted . Lastly the na tural frequencies of ti ll" blades lind the sha n-r otor syste m
were ccupl. d to glve the r('s ulta nt nat ural frequency or t he prope ller sha ft ass('mhly.
The hydrodynamic eff('ct has bl'C1I taken into considera tion by incorporal ing the
added mass ('ffecta for the pro peller. 1' \\'0 a pproxlmarjons for the nat llral frCtII:('ncy
o f t he assem bly were ar rived at , the zeroth orde r and the Ilrst orde r. The true value
of the frequency is su pposed \.0 lie in between the two limits . Erlectsdue to change
in the numb er of blades, blad e geometry and the shaft parameters on the prope ller
s haft asse mbly were checked for. Agreement between the results obt ained from the
present work and with those available in the literature was found to he excellent ,
Fi nite element analysts comparisons also were very satis factory.
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Propeller shafe is an important part of the ship propuls ion system and the recent
failures of the propeller shafts due to fatigue make it imperative to have an accurate
estimate of the propeller shaft natural frequencies early in the design stage to avoid
resonance , which of course is one of the prime factors of fatigue failures. T his can
prove useful in the selection of the engine speed and reduction ratios. Medal analysis
not on ly helps in predicting cri tical speeds but also in assessing the dynamic stresse s
in the propeller blade, which are of equal importance, especially at the blade root .
For the propeller shaft the main excitin g force comes from the blade excitations,
whlch are caused by the non-un iform wake around the ship propell er. T here can
be other exciting forces due to mass imbalance , hysteresis damping, fluid friction
in the bearings etc. , but suc h effects have not been found to be of predominant
effect. It is impor tant to note that t he propeller exciting forces can be expressed ir,
a series, whose frequenci es bea r a ratio of multiples of N to the ro tat ional speed of
the propeller sha ft, where Nis the number of the blades,
1.1 Scope of the Invest igat ion
The main aim of tl lis project was to lilill a sill/pIe, pract ical and sufficiently accurate
method for finding the nat ura l Frequencies of the pro peller shaft , which can prove
quite relia ble and handy in the early stages of design and allows for the study of
t he e(fect of propeller shaft geometry on the nat ural frequencies. The analysis was
carried an t in two parts : first the blade was analyzed and then tile shaft-roto r
system. T he fundam ental frequency of the propeller shaft assembly was estimated
by suitably coupling those obtai ned for the blade and that for the shaft-rotor sys'e m.
The natural frequencies of the transverse vibration of a propulsion shafti ng sys-
tem can be accura tely predicted using numerical met hods such as finite clement
analysis as in Kuo, (1965), Holzer's scheme or Myklesta d-Probl method as in Toms
and Martin, (1972). The use of such methods usually requires detailed informa-
lion which may not be available at the early stages of design process. In addition,
the cost of using such programs does net warrant their use when we just need an
ap proximate estimate of the natu ral frequencies. T his d early highlights the im-
porta nce of the approximate methods which are hy no means complicated and still
are not a compromise in their accuracy. Tile present work falls in this category
and sat isfies the above mentioned qua lities besides t aking into considerat ion some
other important characteristics of the propeller shaft which are not available in the
existing literature, like the airfoil cross-sectional area of the blades, conaidcrlng the
propeller to be a flexible hub mounted with blades.
1.2 Literature Survey
1.2_1 Propeller Shaft Analysis
In the early fift ies two well-known approximate methods for determini ng crit ical
propeller shaft speeds with respect to lateral vibratio ns were developed. The first
one was formulated by Panagopulos ( HI50) wherein t he moment um of the rotating
propeller is ignored , whereas Ja sper (1952) ignores the shaft mass and considers the
rotor as a t hin disc; the rotor is an approximate modelling for t he propeller. These
two resear chers ar e considered to be the pioneers in the field of determining the
natu ral frequencies of the propeller shaft by such approximate app roaches.
Iloek (1976) in early seventies imp roved the existing methods by considering tile
effects of propeller moment and iner tia force, however, the propeller was treated as
a disc. He considers a non-rotat ing shaft on two supports with au overhung mass.
Starting from the different ial equation governing the dynamic behaviou r of a beam ,
propeller moment and inertia force are applied as boundary conditions at the end
of the overhung beam.
In au attempt to solve the problem cl flnding the nat ural Irequenclea ofa pro-
peller shaft Woyto wich (1979) employed Dunkerley' s method for this purpose. T he
propeller is approx imated as a thin disc attached to a massless elastic shaft. An
equation of motion, derived b)' Den Hartog (1956) giving the whirl ing natu ral fre-
quencies of a disc on a rotating shaft is used to get the whirling natu ral frequencies
of the overhung portion of the propeller shaft. The frequencies of the exciting forces
bear the ratio N to the shaft rotat ion speed, where N is t ilt! number of propeller
blades. For the t all shaft , transve rse natura l frequencies are calcu lat ed from the
conventional Euler-Bernoulli equation. Dunkerley's formula is used to couple the
two natural frequencies to get the combined natu ral frequency of the system slm-
ilar work can also be found in Yagoda and Kerchman (HJ82). In th is fcrmularlon
Den-Hartog's equation gives two values for critical speeds one for for ward whirl and
anoth er for reverse whirl; it also acco unts for the propeller shaft forward bearing
end conditions which can be assumed to be fixed or simply supported. The forwar d
and reverse whirl correspond eespccr ively to t he conditions where the propeller shaf t
excitat ion frequency equals plus or minus times the product of blade number and
rotational speed.
lIaddara (1988) trea ts the whole propeller shaft simultaneously and finds the
coupled transverse vibrat ion of the shafting in the horizontal and vertical planes.
The propeller is app ropriately modeled as a rotor . The shaft is considered in three
par ts: first the rotor is ta ken wherein t!le coupled natu ral frequencies are obtained
by taking iuto consideration the rota ry inertia . The other two par ts are the overhung
shaft and the tail shaft. The thr ee segments are linked by the boundary conditions.
In th is work the effect of propeller mass on the whirling nat ural frequencies of the
propeller shaft can be clearly seen; for the shafts having small tail shafts the values
of forward and reverse whirl are found to be distinct unlike for tile shafts with long
ta il shaf ts, wherein the tail shaft mass has an overriding effect.
1. 2. 2 Blade Analysis
As stated before the problem or finding natura l frequencies of propeller shaft was
solved by coupling the corresponding nat ural frequencies of the blades and the shaft.
Th e blades assumed for the present work are of airfoil section. This problem has
not been dealt with in the existing literat ure. Subrahma nyam et.al. (1982) used the
Reissner and the potential energy meth od for 11manalysis of lateral vibrations of
a rotatin g blade taking shear deflection and rotary inertia into account ; t his study
has been done only for beams of uniform cross-sectional area.
Fox (1985) in his workon rotating cantilevers considers a generalcase of compact
bea ms wherein the flexural stiffness in t he two perpendicular direct ions a rc both
finite and of the same order so that the assumption that the flexural vibration
is confined to a single plane is no longer valid. This leads to a pair of coupled
equations of motion which can be deeoupled for some special cases of pitch angle or
cross-section; the results obtained for these special cases have been compa red wlth
those available in tile litera ture. T he solution of the equatfous has been carr ied out
using Galerkin's technique.
More recently, the bending vibrat ions of a class of rota tlng beams has bI'C1l
dea lt with by Stort i et .al. ( 1987). T he method depends on Iactcrt ng urc fourlh-
order differential operator, which appears in the equation of motion, into a pair of
comm uting second-order operators. T hese two second-order differential equa tions
arc then solved in terms of hypergeometric Iuucuons . T he factorization of the
fourth order operator can be achieved an i)' in Ca.5{' of selected bladeprofile geometry.
Moreover, the effects of shear deflection and rotary inertia have not been ta ken lute
consideratio n.
1.3 Descripti on or The Invest igation
T he work of thi~ investisation was carr ied o ut in star;~ which serve 115 in stu d )'ing
the diife rt'Dt lIISJl«U of the Iyslem. T ile sta&e5 are given as :
1. T he modal anillysil of the p rope ller bla de. Th e blade has been id eal ised
as a /Ion uniform cantile\'er !Hoam with an airfoil section. The t"ifed s
of blade rotation , blade plrch ang le sellin,;, shear deuec ucn a nd ro tary
iner t ia have been t aken into consldera tlca while solving for t he natural
frequ encies and t he mode s ha pes of t he blade. Th e method em ployed
to solve the problem is base d on a ll imp rovisat ion over Galerkl n'a tech-
niq ue . The assumed displacement fllllct ioll is adju sted in lter arlo ns ttll
t he extr act ed eigenvalues beco me fairly consta nt in thei r magnitudes. As
a pt climiuar y cheek finite eleme nt an al ysis using tap ered beam elem ent s
was carried out, which gave very close compa risons .
2. Th e anuysi. of the blade s tat ic deflection s and It rt'!>5t'!l.
3. T ile 3-D finite element analysis of t he blade to check th e valid ity o f the
assumption of blade as a ca ntileve r beam. 2O'noded isoparamal('ric brick
elemenh have been employed fo r ti le! ana!) '.i • .
4. The moda l anal)'sis o f th e sha ft-ro tor sys tem . Th t"shaft was co usidered
to consist of a rotor as a n ove rh ang with lhe forwa rd end beari ng of varl-
a 'Jle fixity. The eff«ls of ro ta ry iut'r tia and s hear dt'lI« t ion rOt ti le rotor
ha ve been considered. In t his ty pe o f a syste m Iht' t rans verse vi b ra tjon s
ta ke place in two perpendicular pla nes and t hl' equat ion of motio n I!:OV'
emlng them has hcon obtained in the complex plane. T he critical speed s
obtained t hus correspond to th e forward and reverse whirl of the lihafl.
S. After having evalua ted th e res pec uv c freqllt'ncieRo f HIt' two JlUb-5ystems
o f t he propeller lihaft, nam ely t he h1ad('l a nd the sh,, [l- rolo r system,
an extended SouthweU-Du nkt'rII'Y me thod Riven by Endc and T an iguchi ,
(1976) is employed to estimate the natural frequencies of the assembl y.
For employing this met bod a criter ion IlMI been satisfied, which ju stiflcs
the use of th is approximation for our system.
6. For a marine propeller it is necessary to consldor addod mass and a dded
moment of inertia in t he dete rmin ation of the natur al freq uencies. How.
ever, the solution of the hydr od ynamic problem is beyond the sco pe of
t.his work. Recourse to empirica l values was made as given by Haddara
(1988), Bro oks (1!J80) and Tom s (1072). A sensit ivity anal ysis was car-
r ied out 10 lnvestlgat e the Importa nce of cll!c,.: ating the added ma ss of
the propeller accurate ly.
Chapter 2
BLADE ANALYSIS
2.1 Accel eraelon An al ysis
2.1.1 Intr oduction
In this section the expressions fOT acceleration of a point on the shaft center line
and on t he blade, in the rota ting coordinate syste m have been derived. The effects
of shaSt bending and shaft vibrat ions have been taken into account. The coordina.te
systems fixed to the shaft center line and blade have been described in appendix A
2.1.2 Accelera tion of a Poin t on t he Sha ft Cente r Line
The a ngu lar velocity of the coordina te system xyz, fixed to t he shaft center line .
with respect to the fixed reference frame XYZ~s given as:(tefer appendix A)
(2.1)
The coord inates of a point on the vibrat ing shaft center line, which is aligned wit h
z a.xis are given as:
i= u.I+v.J (2.2)
where:
avo (2.3)'l' = -7);
8 = 7;; (2.')
u. = deflection of the shalt center line along X axis, due to vibrat ions
v. := deflection of the shaft center line along Y axis, due to vibrations
dot s represent differentiat ion w.r.t time
After the transformation of coordinate axes and under the assumption:
cosfJ::;"COS,p::l}
sin6R: fJ,s in,p :>::,p
we get:( refer to appendix D)
f := u,it v,l
T he velocity of a point on the shaft center line as in Torby (1984) is given as:
The last term e-ppeers since the shaft center line has an angular velocity 01
I i j k I111 X f:= J 8 0 '" (v.¢ - u.9)ku. v, 0
~o





2. 1.3 Acc elerat ion of a Point on th e Blad e
As given in the fig 2.1, coordinates of a point on the propeller blade can be written
(2.8)
From equation ( 2.5) the coordinates of a point on the shaft center line are:
r= u,i+ v.i
In the rotating coordinate system it takes the form? = U~i2 +V~2, such tha t
{.: } [ 00'", 'inn, 1{u, }u. = - sin n! cosnt t l.
where:
u~ = shaft deflections in the %2direct ion in the rota ting frame %2 Y2Z2
v~ =shaft deflections in the Y2 direction in the rotat ing frame %2Y2Z2
n = rota tional speed .;>( coordinate frame %2'1/22;2
The coordinate s of a point at the blade root are given as:
(2.9)
(2.10)
Consider a point P 011 the blade at a.distan ce Tf from the blade root, as shown in
fig.2.1. The position vector of P in t he blade local coordinate syste m can be given
using equation (2.10) and (2.11) in equation ( 2.8) we obtain:
(2.11)
in
oFiglHe 2.1: Blade coordinat e system
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where:
R = hub radius
u~ =transverse deflection of point P in { direction
w~ = t ransverse deflection of point P in ( direction
e"e2,e3 = unit vectors of t he blade local coordin ate frame along {, 1], (
respectively.
Equation ( 2.12) gives the absolute displacemuJ\t of a point on the blade in the ro-
tating coordinate system, whit-Itwhen transfcrmodto blade local coordinate frame,
takes the form: (see appcndlx III
where !{J is the pitch setti ng angle of the blade on the hub.
T he angular velocity of the reference frame X2Y2Z2 rota ting at n is given as: ( refer
appendix A)
Since the coordinate frame fixed to the root of blade has time invariant trans forrna-
tions R and !{Jfrom Z 2Y2Z2 reference frame, the angular velocity of {1]( coordinate
frame is given as: (see appendix B for details)
l'h ¢i+8j +nk




from eqution ( 2.13) , we have
; , (tiI~ cos ,""+ ti, )el +V~i1 + ( u~ sin "+ W, )i3 +l'hx r,
+ [V, + n{u~ sin !b + v',lsi nT/1 +n( u~ cos !JI + tlb) cos Ib] lh
+ (u~sin" +w,1+ ( Ii + "llcf,('osu! +9sinl1tlcostP -11(v~ +R+ '1) sin1/l] i3
from the abo ve expressjce , f~ is given as:
i, == ( ii~ c05" + ii.) - (R+ '1)(~roI f! l + jhin nt)sin.,
- (R+ '1)(-¢" innt +9c osnt)O, in ,, - nv~cos "li l
+ (~~ + fi{u~ ,in " + w.) sin " + n( 1i~ COl "+ t4) cos ,,1i 1
+l(ii~ sin " +iii, ) + (R + '1 )(~cosnl +Bsin fU)cos w
+(R + '1){-¢sin nt + 9cosn!lncos ¢- Ilt1~sin ¢li3
+n3 x t,
(14- n 1(w" in t/lcOll " + UbCOS1¢ ) + (v~ - 2nt1~ - n1tl~ ) cos .p
- (R + '1}(4lCOlllt +B'innl) sin TP
+2fi (R + '1 )(~sin fit - 6cosnl)sin "lit
+ I ~: + u: +n(2wl sin¢ + 21i, C05 ,, + 1i~ - v:-R - 11 )! i 1
+lw, - n 1(ut , in " c05¢ +WISi1l1,,)+ ( ii: - 2n~ - n1,,~) .in "
+(R+ '1)(~COI llt +i sinll t )cos ljt
where:
- 20 (R +1J)(¢liin fit - 8 cos Ul) cos 1/.l!t3 (2.15)
(2.16)
l{ = acceleration of a point on the blade along t axis in th e ~ I]{ local coordinate
system of the blade
ii" =acceleration of a point on tbe blade along 71 axis in tbe t q( local coordinate
roystf'm of the blade
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ii( =acceleration of a floint on the hladc along ' L'lis in the e",~ coordin;a.te
system of th(' hhulr
( for details refer to appendix C )
Equa tion ( 2.16) r;iVe.l the exrressklll for ll.bsolute accelerat ion of a point on the
blade at a distance '1 from the blade root.
Using equll.tions ( 203J,{ 2.4)and( 2.9) we have:




using eQ\lations ( 2.17) and ( 2.18) in equation (2.16) we have:
2.2 Equat ion of M otion
2 .2 .1 Intro d u ct ion
(2.19)
In this section the equat ion of motion of a. rotat ing blade, having a. ncn-unlfeem
cross-sectional area and moment of inertia , has been derived using Newtonian ap-
proach. The effects of centriful~al force due to rotalion , pitch sett ing angle, shear
deformation and rotary i lil'r li ~ have been taken into consideration. The. propeller
blade has been treated at; :~ f >lnlil l·...l·r with Iwnding stiffness a.bout the majo r prin-
ciple axis sufficiently large to ignore bending about this a.xis. The acceleration of
the blade is considered purely due to blade vilJrations and excitatklns due to the
1·'
shaft vibrations have been ignored since we are interested in the isolated natural
frequencies of the blade. T he blade is assumed to have a vanishing thickness at
the tip ( which simplifies the t reatment of bound ary conditions ) and a coincident
mMSand elastic axes ( doubly symmetric ), so that t he torsional coupling can be
eliminated .
2.2.2 Mathematical Formulation
Consider the free-body diagram of a blade element in ( 1] plane , as given in fig.2.2,
where in the coordinate system ( 1/( is rotat ing with the blade and has its origin at
the blade root. The acceleration of the element is obtain ed from equat ion ( 2.19)
after ignoring t he shaft displacements due to vibration s, blade deflect ion along e
axis being very small in magnitud e has been neglected .
Equilibrium of forces in the ( direction yields:
v cos ~ - (V +dV)cos rP+(N + dN )sinO- N sinO =(m d,/)( (2.20)
m(=-~ +~(N Si nO) (2.21)
Equilbrium of moments in the '/- ( plane yields :
where:










Figurl! 2.2: Free body diagram of the blade element
IG
V shear force
~ slope due to bending alone
N centr ifugal force, (re fer to appendix I )
e slope due to bendlng and shear
tot .l virt ual mUf per unit length of the blade
M bending moment
p density
J area.moment of inert ia
E modulus of elast icity
w. t ransverse displacement along ( u1s
fI hub rotat ion ra te
dots over the variable denote differentiati on with reepeet to t ime.
As can be seen in RIlO(1986) the shear force V decreases the slope of the deflec tion
curve by an angle 1. Now t he slope of the deneencn curve due to both bending and
shear is given by q,-1. hence:
(2.27)






K shap e constant, depending on the ctcs e-secricn of t he element
A crcss-secrlcnal area
G shear modulus
(rom equat ion ( 2.21 ) we have:
(2.28)
(2.29)
el nce B is small
sinB :;,; t an(}:::::~
11
where a dash over the variable repr esents differentia tion w.r.t . 1/.
Substituting ( 2,24 ) and ( 2.29 ) into ( 2.23 ), we get :
2,2.3 Non-Dimensionalization
('.3')















R = hub radius
Equ at ions ( 2.31 ) an d ( 2.32 ) can be written in the following non-dimensional
form:
where the boundary cond itions are given as:
18
Z,t' =0 at v » 0
j, A,kN=0 at y =1
Equa tions ( 2.34 ) and ( 2.33 ) are two coupled partial differential equa tions
in two var iab les z and~. T he coefficients of the equa tions ar e functio ns of the
independent variab le y. Since the exact solution of the problem is difficult to obtai n,
a numerical technique based Oil Galerkin's meth od as exp lained in Meirovltch (1967)
bas been used.
2.2.4 Solution of t he Eq uat ions
\Ve assu me a series solution for the var iables z and ~ in terms of the comparison
func tions 'lk and Pk respect ively, where Ilk and Pk sa tis fy the boun dary conditions
of th e syste m.
~ = {; Pke;"'~ '
using the above expressions in equations ( 2.33 ) and ( 2.3·' ) we get:
f:{ -w~ j Pk} = f:{i2{i Pkl' - ilA(Pk - q/,) } (2 .36)
k= 1 k= l
Gale rk in's meth od of weighte d residuals states that the erro r i incorporated in
the above two equat ions, due to the ass umed solution integrated over t be domain
should vanish.
ie,





where the domain 0 for tile 11l'i'lWlll ease is thC'lelll;th of the blade varyin g {rom 0
1<>1.
FOtequation ( 2.35 )
f :: t {-4o.l: Aq~ - A'1/rsin2 "'+£11.4 (p",- '1l lY- (kNlltY}
..,
For equation ( 2,36 )
(:: i: {-l<JHp", - Ct<i pi,J'+( I A(Pt - qU}
.,
using equat ion ( 2.37 ) we get :
Jt {-lol A'1"- A. '1", t.in' l/)+ {1[,4(Pt - Ilk)}'- (kNq~ )I} q.d1l'" 0 (2.4.0)
..,
and for r =1, 2, 3 ' " ''
J"'{ " . '" . .}L.- - 1oI, [ p",-t,(Ipu +£. A (P/r-q,,) ~d., =O..,
for r = 1,2,3 " '11





On the app lication of boundary cond itions, th e a bove equa tions take t he Icuow.
Ing form:(as explained in a ppendix D)
-wrt rA qrq/rdY - Sill' wt II Aq. q",dll
ta l Jo b . 10
20
for r= 1,2,3·· ·n
equations ( 2.43 ) and ( 2.44 ) reduce to the form:
for r = l,2,3 · · ·n
wI t L j Pkp,.dy= ( 2 t t' j p~p:'dy+I I t II APr(Pk - q~)dy (2.46)
k ;;1 0 b110 k=t10
fcr r e l , 2, 3 .. ·n
adding the above two equations, we get:
= - ( 1 t { A[q~(Pk - 91) - Vr(Pk - qDdy
k= 1 "
+ (~ t l i 11~1)~rlg +t l kNq~tJl.dy
k:: 1 U k::l o
=( 1 t [ j p~Pkdy +t rk""q;fJJ.dy
k::1 0 k:: l 1o
til t A[(PI. - qD(ll r - q:Jdll (2.47)
21
for r ::: l , 2, 3 · · · n
from equation ( 2.35 ), we have : (see appendix E )
•
f:.,P. 2.:-tl Aqkdll+ ·~n2 "'tt Aq.dy
( I A k::l 0 A(I b,t 0
(2.48)
where:
PKB ::: si~2.p t A qkdy + qk +~kNqk (2.49)
A l l 0 A (I
simUllI'ly we have:(refer a ppendix E )
'fp~ = >.~ PKIA +~ PKIB (2.50)
where :
.'
PKlA ~ - 4-r,,;;\.
" A
(2.51)
Equation ( 2.47 ) represents n equat ions for n VaJlles of T , on adding these n
equa tiou. , we get :
22
=(2t t [ I j p~p~d,+t t t,\·q.q~J,
...1 • • l lD >:1 i= 1
+"t t I' .4 11,,-,,)1,.-,:11', (2 52)
.:lbl}O
On further simplifica tion and applicatioll of bo undary conditions the abo\"(' equa-
tio ns as glven in Wa ri\.:oo and lIaddara. (1989) ca n be written as : [see appendix Pl.
= t t [_sinJ ,", ( I ,i '/r'fldY + (2[ i PRlIJPl\ tB dy + l kNq:qk(!g
. = 1 *", \ 10 0 II
+(I l ..i. (P""SPRB - PRBfJ:' - Pnr/.+':'1~ld'l (2.53)
'1M)=1-) (2.M)
Boundary cond itions are appiled to th E't hird term on the mus side, whleh state
Ihati = O al, = 1 and,. = 0 ilL,=O (d etails 9 ve1l in appendix II ).
2. 2.5 Sample P roblem
T he software developed ',u used to find the nat ural frequl'ncie5 and mode shapes
of two blades hllving ait lOil uct ions NACA 16-018 and ' IACA G3J - 018 as shown
in fig. 2 ,:) an d fig. 2.'1. wherein t he cord ratios for the blade s are given in ta ble 2.1.
The blad es have been assumed to be orlength 2.8m mounted on a hub of diameter
1.4m for a .7m dia me ter tail ~ lL a rt . Fig. 2.5 to fig. 2.7 and fig. 2.8 to fig. 2.10 show
th e variation of naturalIrequeedea wlth respect to thehub rotat ion speed, for these
t wo blades for the pitch angll' Sl'ttings o f 0.30,45 degret'S respect ively. The decreaw
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Figure 2.4: Bladeprofile at various sections NACA 633- 018
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Figure2.6: Variation of naturalfrequency for NACA16·018, pitch angle= 30 deg.
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Figure 2.10: Variation of natural frequency for NACA 633 - 018, pitch angle = 45
deg,
2.2.6 Hydrodynamic Effects
As mentioned before, for marine appli cat ions of the propeller shart, hydrodynamic
effect s have been taken into considerat ion by taking into account th e added mass
and added moment of inertia effects of the propeller. The effects were incorporated
by increasing the mass of t he prope ller blades by a factor of 25% as can be seen
ill Haddara (1988). It is wort h mentioni ng here that the formulation presented for
finding the nat ural frequencies of the propeller blade can take into considerat ion
any empirical factor assumed for a pa rticular case. To check the sensit ivity of this
factor it was observed that a 10% cha nge ill th is factor results only in a 1% ehange
in the values of the natural frequencies. This implies that the factor assumed gives
fairly close values for the natural frequencies of propeller blades in water.
2.2 .7 Comparisons
T he effects of rotary inertia and s:lear defl(.'(:tion on the natura! frequ encies of a
rota ting uniform beam have been dealt ..... lth by Subrahmanyam, et.aI. ( 1982). On
checking the exam ple given in the pape r as a special case for our st udy, the results
matc hed quite close as arc given in table 2.2. However, the effects of pitch angle
on the natural frcqnencles as given in t he reference were seen to contradict the
results obta ined from thl1analysis of the present work, which was confirmed from
th e findings of Sto rti (lD87).
Sto rt i studied the beams of a non-uniform cress-section but the method of solu-
ticn has been applied only to a par ticula r class of cress-sections for it gets comp li-
cated in the case of arb itary beam profiles. Table 2.3 gives the com parison of tile
frequencies with the example taken by Storti , wherein the discrepancy for the first
mode is not more than .5%, which highlight s tile accuracy of the met hod Invesu-
gated in this work, in estimating the natural frequencies and mode sha pes of beams.
having non-uniform cross-sectional Mea.
Table 2.2: Comparison of nat ural frequencies wlth the case taken in Subrahmanyam,
1982
Hub Rotation =MO.35rad/ Jcc
Without S.D&R./ lVithS.D&R./
Mode No. cos 7/J Reference Calculated Reference Calcula te d
1 0 5800.04 5776.75 5576.83 5710.79
1I 0 35565. 0 35573.87 33832 32618.07
III 0 99365.6 9939 1 89677.6 82754 .56
I .45 5788. 73 5788.16 5746.09 5721.6
II .45 35563.3 35576.43 33832.0 32619.98
III .45 99365.6 99393 .49 89677.6 82755.04
seemsto be erroneous
Ta ble 2.3: Ccrnparl son of natural freq uencies with the case taken in St or t i, 1987
Hub Rot. 18/ ,IJ,,<lr ( I1Z) 2nd /tfode(II Z)
(HZ Reference Calcula ted %error Ilofercncs Calcu lated %error
5 241.5 2'12.7G .5 783 793.62 1.3
10 242 243.29 .5 7R5.6 794.18 1.0
15 243 244.1 .4 7~7 795.24 1.0
20 244 245.4 .5 'j'89.2 796.7 .s
25 247.5 246.9 7 .2 795.5 708.58 .3
34
2 .3 Mo de Sh apes
T he ith mode shape for the propeller bla de is given by:
for i = 1 '" 4
where :






l'igen\'ector {or ... given value of;





average total vir t ual mass per unit length of t he blade
average area moment of inertia of the blade
natural frequency of the blade
TIlC~ mode shapes cbmncd using t he present technique were checked for the case
co nsidered b)' Storti (1987) and the fig . 2.11 shows their close agf'('(!ml'nt .
2 .4 P re liminary C heck Using Fi nite Element Formu-
lat ion
For checking the accuracy of the method presented earlier in this ch..pter, finite
clement anal ysis of the blade using beam elements ""as earned out . The analysis
Wall done using the finil~ clement ana lysis package ANSYS.
2.4 .1 Element Sel ect ion
To accomoda te the ncn-unllorm area of the blade , 3·n tapered unsy mmetrical beam
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Figure2.11: Comparison of modeshapeswiththe casetakenin Storti, 1987
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2.4 .2 Elemen t Pr oper ti es
The beam clement is defined by two nodes I. J as can be seen in the fig. 2.12. I
and J represent t he nodes Ilt the ends of the element . Six degrees of freedom . three
rotational and three tran slationa l. are defined at nodes I and J.
Oth er parameters that are defined for each dl'ment are :
I. Area at nodes I and J
il. Area moment of iner t ia a t nodes I an d J
iii . SllI'a r deflection constant depending on t he cross-sect ion of the ele-
T he compute r program is r un in t wo stag es, in the first stage it genera tes ti ll'
st ress st iffness mat rix from tile nodal forces exerted due the blade rota tion. In t he
second stage t he st rl'Ss stilTne!iS mat rix is used to find tile eigenvalues and elgenvee-
tors of the system .
The comparison of the natural frequencies comp uted with the method presented
in this work with these obtained Irom beam finile elemen t analysis is shown in Fig.
2.13. T he mode shapes given in fig. 2.14 also much well.
2.5 Bl ade D eflection an d Stresses
2.5 .1 Int rod uct ion
The propelle r blades should sati sfy thl' s tren gt h requirem ents to withstand long
periods of arduous scrvlce without suffering failure or perma nent distort ions; also
the deflect ions under t he load should not alter the geomet ric shape of th e blade. At
the same time. propellers shouldnot be excessively st rong incurring high Weight and
cost and possibly prejudicing good hydrodynamic d~ign . In view of th is it becomes
impera t ive to determine blade d~n t'Ct ions and st resses. T he method presented in
thls section lor det ermining the stat ic blade delloetjons IIllltl s tudy sta le st resses is
based on t ile mode summation procedure. For giving a , ufficiently accurate vallie
Uz
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Figure 2.14: Comparisonor llIoM shapes with lillll('dement analysis using lapl'[t-.\
beam elements
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for the disp lacement the first four mode shapes obtained from th e modal analysis
were taken for tile sum ma tion.
2.5 .2 Formulation
We consider the case of a canti lever loaded by a dist ributed force P(.r,tl, whose
equati on of motion descrlhlug tit", t ransverse displacement is :
(Ely"(z ,t »)" +m(z),ij(z,l)::: F(z,1j =Pf(z)g{t ) (2.55)
where:
E modulus of elasticity
[ area moment of inertia
Y transverse displacement
x spatial coordina te aJong the lengtll of the blade
m total virtual mass per unit lengt h of the blade
, and' represent dlfferentla ricn w.r.t . space and t ime variables respectively
f(x) spa tia l function of the force
f(t) tim e function of the force
P a constant
We assume y to be th e sum of t ile first II modes.
Y(X.t)::: ~¢i(Z)qi(t)
where :
,pi uh mode shape fo r the blade
qi :::: t ime fun ction associated with il ll mode shape
Using in equatlon] 2.5.) ) we have :
multip lylng by rPj ami integra ting
·11
(2.M)
for i = 1"" n
using the bounduy condit ion for the cantilever 'fie have :
t " EJ _: f j9,dz +i:£~;~jti;d~ =£PI(z~jg{t )tlz (2.57)
i" 110 i_ I 0 0
for j = I - n
T he normal modes ~j and ~j are known to ~atisfy t he condition of or tho gonality
given by :
10' {°[ or it' im~itPjd:t = ,. / . .c mIl or J= I
" EI~'.'~/~dz ={ 0 l or j ~ i .
10 'J k j • fo r } =I
using equat lces { 2.58 land ( 2.59 ). equation ( 2.57 ) lakes the form
(2.58)
12.59)
.: ]{7}+[TmO" .. .
k... q.. 0
(k ){, )+ ('iJl;) = IF )
where
Ik j stlfness matrix of the canrilevee
(A1J mass matri x of the cantilever
{P} force vector
{q} displacement vector
° ]{" } {"}~. 1= j:
(2.GO)
(2.61)
In the cue of prcpeller blade, idealized a.sa cantilever of non-uniform area, the
normal modes we arrive at are approximate and hence the equat ions ( 2.58 ) and
{ 2.59 I are not sa t isfied fuUr.
Th is is dea r from equat ion I 2.&1 ) which sta tt'5 that :
IKj = 'IAtj
where (h.'Jand [AI) are the stiffness and the mass mat rices of th e sys tem respectively
baving non zero off,dia gonal terms.
Ignoring tIle off.d ias:onal clements of 1/'-)and 1M) matrict' s, whichare tM'gligible
as compared to the diago llaJ clements, vve can write an e-qua t ion rcr the propeller
Made similar to equation I '.l.60). Taking the first rour modes into consideration
equat ion ( 2.60 ) red uces to the following nondlmeaslon al form.
where :
m~ l ] { ~ }= {~: }
o m~~ q~ /~
(2.62 )
t. (39(0 f / ,o;.dll :::: B;
p •
pU'J3
rt b nondimensional mode shape or blade
non-dimensional force distribut ion along the blade length
Upon solving the four eqeaue ns given by ( 2.62 ) the steady state denect ion un
be given as :
where w; is the ilh elgcnvalue.
Using in equati on ( 2.56 ) the ste ad)' state dlspla eemcnt or the blad e can UI'!
given as :
(:l.G3)
The maximum bending stres s il.t iI. section in the blade is given iI.S :
....here:
II ([J9i+~412 +tI344 +q~dI:
T blade thicknesa I.t t he section
Fig. 2.15 and lig. :1.16 show the variation of the static deflections and steady
state stres ses for the blade NM'A Hl-Olf! ta ken as a sample exa mple in this work.
The pressure distribution M~u l H e d for Ih!;'s tudy legiven in Fig. 2.17.
The for mulat ion derived for the blade deflccricne and st resses was used to check
th ese parame ters for a 10 feet diamete r propeller spinning at 300 r.p.m. with a h.p.
or 18,000 given in ConoUy (19GO). Tile experimental V&!uu te the refereeee were
predicted from the mealUremfll t5 a D a model. Dlade deflectiolll matched quite close
as given in F~. 2.18, while as blade suessee at rnicf.sections compared " 'ell and ar e
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of st atic blade deflections with the case taken in Conolly,
1960.
Table 2.4: Comparison of stati c blade stresses with t il(' case taken ill Conolly. 1900.
OIadtfwglh Slrus(Pa)
Reference Calculated
.315 1.115x ~~' 11.399 x 10"
.625 6.81 x 107 4.621 X 107







III the preceeding chapter formulat ion for finding the na tural frequency of the pro-
peller blade was based 0 11 the assu mpt ion th at the bla de can be considered as a.
cant ilever of vary ing cross section. Since we a re primarily interested in lind ing the
fundament al mode of vibrat ion the ass umptio n is supposed to be quite valid. To
check this, finite element anal ysis of t ile blade was carr ied out using 20 noded ,
serendipity , solid iso paramet ric elements . T he analysis takes into account the in-
crease in the stiffness of the st ructur e due to ro tat ion as well as t he added mass of
the propeller. For the eigenvalue ext ract ion, dyn amic condensat ion was car ried a lit
to redu ce the C.P.V. time consumed.
3.2 Elemen t Sel ect ion
Blade geometry being quite complicated, selection of lsoparamct rlc clements WM
thought to be appropriate , for the fact that in such elements the generalized coor-
dinates and the generalized displacements arc related to the nodal coordinates and
nodal displacements respectively by the same shape Innctlcr•. Twenty noded
.;0
element was eho scn 10 give a. no n linear dlspl a eemcnt field, which in turn lakMl
ca re of the 110n lillei.. I::romelr)' as can be seen in u ahrec (1987) . Tlt t! dC'gree'l of
freedom at t he nod es of 11t('element are t rans la t ional in natu re 0110 01::all th e t llrt'('
exes , bcnee the elem ent is a CO con t inuity elem cer. D)' choosing the dC'g1l:'('ll of
freedom for displacC'ml'nlS at ti ll' nodt'!l alo ng a ll t h(' t hree UMI, We arC'ab le 10 ~('t
t he- ot!lt"r modes of vib rat ion also, bcs ide!i t hat for Ihl' tr a nsve rse df'Re<:lioo . obtained
with tile beam fOfllllllalion. Ti le clcmeut characlerislk s a re glven in Fig. :1.1
3.3 M a t hematica l Formulation
The chosen element is associa te d with a loca l coor dinate system e, /( (shown in Fig
3. 1) , where in th e vahws of e, 1/ a nd ( va ry from vl to 1 in t he cleme nt . T II('
co ordinate system x rz is IIIl' glo hal cartesian coo rdinate s}1;If'IIi.
T he Ji splac C'11\('1I1 vector at a point in Ihe element , M in Reo ( 1982) , is giv('n IJ)':
{ ;} = (Nlld)
T he global eoc rd lnate vec tor oCa poi nt in t he elemen t is glven as :




gC'IIl'r alizN (lisp]lIcemf'1l1 along glohal X • a xis
generalized displar(,11lent alollg global )" • axls
gell('ra li"N displacemen t alonggloball • axi ~
generali zed coord inates along global X · a.xis
genet allzed eoordlnatcs along glo ba l )' . axis
gencmllzcd roordina tes along glo ba l Z • a xis
d = 1.Jdal di splacement vec tor
N = s1lapc funr lion ma trix
r nodal coordina te vecto r
For gett ing the <,igel1\'alllejl and 111<' ('igen\"('('t ol'5cf thc system WI" 11 1'<-'(1 10 get
the stiflness aed tIll' maNomat rices o f the syste m.
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The st lffuess of the systom consist s o f twoma ulee s :
l. !k<] the clemen t srifluess mat rix depending 011 t he material proper tie s
and glveuas :
(3 ,3)
2. Ik~ 1 the element stillness mat rix result ing duo to 1he rot ation of the blado .
T hls m at rix is called tho st ress stiffness ma- rls and ls Indcpendcntof the
mat er-ial prope rtics. Thi s matrix is given >\5 :
[
' II " ][' :1= j [G)T 0 , II [Gld,.
v 0 D "
Thc clomont mass ma t rlx ol tho system is gin' ll a s
where :
In] str a in displac ement matrix
volum e cl rhe elcmeru
dvust t y ol thc matcri al
1'1 [G]{ " )
{~} { II ,r Il , ~ "" V ,r t',~ t '" w» //I,y II',, }
[D] nrutc r-inlproper ty matrix whose oxprossion is given as:
(3..1)
( 3 . f ~
E( I - I' )
(l+v)(I- 'lv )






1"1+1".1 = ' [.II I
where :[Ill convo utlcna! g lobal sl ilfn('Ss mat rix olthe syste m
[I\~ J globa l stress stiffncss mat rix of t he S,\·st l' lli
[M] globa l mass ma t rix of t ll(' syst em
A is tho eigenvalue .
3.4 Form ulation of p rj Matrix
(:I .Ii)
'l'be s hape fUllct iou or th e inl t'T!mla l i()lI fnnr tlnn matr ix for t ho 'lll ll()(I('d isoparn-
metric solideleme nt is givo n as:
mont, and ill t h.. nai lira l ro ordiua! r-s)'s tl'llI a re ~iI'(' lI lIS :( rl'f(·r to Cook, I!J~7 )
.v;~ ~( I + «i)( 1 + 1/1/0)( 1 +« ,)({{, + IJI/i + «; - '2) forarorner umh-
alld s. := ~~ I - ell: +1111i )( 1+«il for a ly pk al mi clsid{' lind,· Il;h"('u h~'
{i = 0, 11;=- 1. ( ; = - 1.









{: } =[ ~' 0 0 N1 0 0 N" 0 JJ ""s , 0 0 N, 0 .. 0 N" " (3.810 N, 0 0 N, ... 0 0
'"
'"
3. 5 Formul ation of Strain Disp lacement Mat rix [B]
Ma.trix rBJrelat es the ur.l.in ill the element to lllt' nodal displacements .(.) =(B/{d ) (3.91
3 .5 .1 Stra in Ve ctor








I I ' . ~
{,I= [CII' } (:1.10)
from equatio n ( 3,7 ) it is clcae that u is a funct ion or tit" inte rpula tiou fn ll("t i u n~ .
which are given in term s of th e natur al coordi nates ( ,1/.(. In order 10 evaluate {h}
we have to get the derivatives of lI, r , Il' w.r.t, <. 1/. ( an d t11f'H USf' rho Jaro blan
t ransformation.
3. 5.2 Jacobian Matrix
From dlflerontla l ca lculus :
{ :: ) = [ : : :: ;: 1{ ::; )
" e x, Ye:, It.




r "j{f] u,,, (3.11)
-.'
wherelJr' = If ]
using equation 1 3.11 I wo nUl wr ite lo\} vecto r a.'i:
-, r.. r" r" 0 0 0 0 0 0 -<
-.. r" r" r" 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.
-, r" r" r" 0 0 0 0 0 0 -<
"
0 0 0 r" rn ro> 0 0 0 '<
'. 0 0 0 r" r" r" 0 0 0 ' ..
'. 0 0 0 roo r" roo 0 0 0 '.,
-. 0 0 0 0 0 0 r" r" ro> w<
-.
0 0 0 0 0 0 r" r22 r" w.•
w.• 0 0 0 0 0 0 roo Faa r"
-.'
(I ) = (A/ Il" )
3.5.3 {6'} Vect or
From equation ( 3.7) we h..ve
II = UtN I + U2 N2+ u,N;J+ "''''-.oN»
11= "" H,+ 1I2N, + t>:I N:t+ ...v:oNlO
w = wl NI + 1lIJN'+ ""J N3+ ...IIJ2oN20
Differentia.ting w.r.t , the natural coordinat es, we have :
11.( =Ut N I .( + u, N, ,( + uJN3.{ + uw N, o,(
11.." =IIt N ",! + u,N2,,, + u3N3 ,,, + u2oN2o,'I
11,( = Wt N,.( + w, N2.(+ IDJN 3,( t U'20Nw,(
and lo on.
(3.12)
{6 '} \"etlor cab th ll l ~ wrillen u :





No, 0 0 N2•• 0 0 .. N70•• 0 0
-,
"
1'11,( 0 0 N2,( 0 0 ... N" , 0 0
"
"
0 Nq 0 0 N2.( 0 ... 0 N70,( 0 ..,
"
0 ,vI.• 0 0 N2,. 0 ... 0 ,v70,. 0
"""
0 N I,(, 0 0 N 2,( 0 0 N 'lO'( 0
IV ,( 0 0 NI ,( 0 0 N" 0 0 1'120,(It·." 0 0 HI.• 0 0 H2.• .. 0 0 N2O." ' "W, 0 0 N I .( 0 0 Nu , 0 0 N2O,( '"
"""
W} = [DS J{,I}
using equations ( :1.10 ), ( 3. 12) ami ( 3. 13 ) we can writ e :
{.}= [CII" JIIDSJ{,I }
conipari ng ( 3.9 ) and ( 3.1-1J.we have :
IH] = [CII,IJIIDSI
3.6 Formulation of Element St iffness Mat r ix [kt ]
As given in the l'qu~lion ( 3,3 I
(3.13 )
(3.1<1 )
WI !. IH]'IDIIll j,l,
1[B)TIDIID]d.ldyd:
sln re Ill ) matr ix i ~ in te rms or the variables ( , 1/, ( wc r-an tra n~rornl the aho\'('
ex pression to {'7{systclll as :
where J = Del fJ l.
Ti ll' natu ral coordina te axcs { II( vary from -1 to I ill t he element. so 11.:<1reu be
expresscd as :
(3.1..,)
3.6.1 Inte grati on Scheme
To integ rate the eq uatio n ( 3 ,15 ) Ga uss quadr a tu re procedure was esed when·in
two points alo ng each axis are seeeted as Gauss point' , (rcfcr SClIroorollgh 19Si).
Slece we &elt'ctro a quadr a t i, Interpolation functjon, the expresaion for the rk--
mont st iffness mat rix is also quadratic, T ..-c Ga ess points yield the eud area Dlltl C"t
the cur ve of the ''lrm q,=II + ('e. WI" know rhat a curve 6 =b{ will integ rate to
zero in th is kind of integration , u it has equa l poslt ive and n<1;at in ' U('II. abou t (
a.:'Cis;henee for a gene ral second dogroe polynomial 4' '" ,,+ 1.( +re(lISin our cllliCl
two point Gau ss quad rature integeral loll scheme should Rive'! a ll ncr-ural '! sotuuon
( refer Cook }987).
The exp ression is r<.>p rl"sen te d by a summation given as: [sec a ppendix J )
(k"J. t tt 11';11',11'• • ,((.. " ,(. )
, :::! p " l k=1
wh('J1' :
II '; \\,cight at th(' i th Ga u55 point along (uis.
no. o r Gau15 (lOinls chosen along an axis. which in this filliCis :1 ror
all axes.
functiontobt- int~raIC<l .
3.7 Formulation of Elem en t Mass Matrix [mtl
From equatjo n ( 3.5 I we have :
(m'J f.iNTJp[NJd'
1'. f. lYI,Tjp[N/Jd(d,,J(
t t i: U'ill 'jll',,¢ ...(!i, t}j .(~ )
i= l j = l kal
The integra tion of thl"above expressio n Cil il be done on simila.r lines as done for
gell ing t he d ement sli lTlIE'l'S mat rix [I.:").
3.8 Formulat ion of E lement Stress Stiffness Matrix [k;J
T he!clement stf('SS sl iffl\l'U nll' l rix is deri ved by .uldinfl, l.igh(' r· o rder te rms to t he
strain - displace!mt'nt rdat toll!~ . In linea r pro b!t'III11 ollly th e!llirnplel;1 of t ht' bightr •
or dt r !('f111S art" esed.
5 1rains ca n be ..... r it t en as :
(3.16 )
{(Nd co nt ains the lnghcr-crder terms.
Strain CII(,(IO'stc rcd in a sys t em, sll hj(l("l('d to uniform s l r{'s.~t'S ~(1o } can be given
u= 1. {l) T ~/JO}l/v 1{(d T{lI'ol d l' + 1. (f,...dT~ /Ju }dl'
UL+ UNI. 13. li)
(.1.': 1is prod uced by lllrl'Sll at tiug t hrough displate! Ill(,llls associated with hi&lte r -order
ccmnbuticns to strai n. Accordingly, we ext Tiloct (.1.·..1from (TN!. ( M"(> appendix K [.
fll for a tJlf~dime!ns~nal elemen t is gi\'cn is :










~( I.l~+ .,?, + III~)
~(I.l~ +.,~ +I&I~)
~ (I.l~ + ,~ + Ill'~)
(3.181
comparing equation ( 3.16 ) and ( 3.18 ) we can write :





0 -. 0 '. 0 w.•
IQJ = 0 0 -. 0 0 '. 0 0 w,
-.,
"
0 ' .. " 0 w. w, 00 '. '. 0 '. '. 0 w. w.•
'. 0
" '.
0 ", w.• 0 w,
{'I = [GIld}
(rom equation (3. 17) we have.
~ J. (IQIIGj(d)ITI' ,ld.
~ J. (IGj( d})T[QiT{.,)d,
~{dlT !.IG!'IQiT{' , ld'
[, 00]~{d}T l lGf 0 ~ 0 {6}dl'





Noting that {6} = {GJ{d}, from equa tion ( 3.20 ), which relates s ~rain energy to
displacement and stiffness, we can write:
(3.21)
where:
1';)=l lGJT [ ~ : : ]IGJ"
.. 0 0 ,
Th e element stres s stHTlIN<~ mat rix Ik:Jis a symmetric mat rix like the ecn ven-
t iona! stiffness matrix and 1111' glob..l [II..I is obtained by the usual assembly of
elementlk: lmatride s.
3.8.1 [sJ M a t r ix
T he suess mat rix [,\ alt er sim plificatio ns can be writt en in the Collowing Corm, in

















v.,[! G 0 c 0 '"0 G 0 G "" [0 0 110 0 0 0
'"W••
tl ' , ~
W••
3 .9 So lution of The Eigenvalue Problem
After assembling all the element mass and st iffness ma trices into the global form,
we get t he following E'igeuvalueequation for the Iree vibration analysis:
Tile model under study had lOSfi degrees of freedom and he nce tho size of [A'J
an d IM J matrices was ( IOSG x lOSfi). which was qu ite large ~ far as the C,P,U,
time consumed is concerned, In order to reduce the size of the matrices, " Dynarulc
Condensation" of t he system was ca rr ied out .
3.9 .1 Dynam ic Condensati o n
In t his technique usually known as Guyan Reduct ion, as given in Gu yan (1965),
we reta in important degrees of freedom of t he sys tem, called "master d.o.I," and
th e remai ning degrees of freedom called "slave d.o.f," are either neglecte d because
of the ir neglegible influence or obtained in t erms of master d.c.f The c ri terion for
selection of master d.o.f , is thai the ratio l\"ii/M ; should be leas t for suc h a d.o.I.
In our case w('selected all the de gr('cs of freedom in t he 7-direc t ion of tile system
as master d.o.L , since the ratio of the stiffness to the mass in the other two direct .ions
is quito high. The master degrees of freedom numbered 3fi2 and hence we had to
solve the reduced syste m of [Ii'] an d {MI matrices having a sizeor (362 x 3(2 ).
The procedu re is described brie fly as fo !ows :
::~: ] ]{ :: } ={ 0 } (322)
Th e above system can be part.ioned into two syste ms as shown , whe re :
displacement associated with mastcr d.o.L
r . = displaceme nt associa te d wit h slave d.o.f
TIl = refers to mas ter d .o.f.
$ = refers to slave d.o.L
from ( 3.22 ) we gel:
(ll",,,, - >.M......)r...+(Ii",. - >'M",.)z. = 0 (3.23 )
Neglect ing AI. ... and M.. , we get from ( 3.24 ) :
{x. ) - [K;;' JlI' ..Jlxm}
li enee :{~: l [-IK;;{JlK",1 ] {'ml
'4
where IT] is UII" transformation matrix.
~ [z~ I TrTJTr h'IITJ[z~}
~ {z ~}T[h"RJ( Z.}
~{r ~}Tl"lf(.lI I1TJ[ r~ )
~( r ,,, )T I;\f l/l {im l
thr-abo ve two l'quat ions iudiratr- 1 11~t 111o reduced ~ l i rrll (,s~ alltl I I I~ S~ IIHl t rin's of t hi'
11' "1"" .,,= ITITil'II1"J
1"',,1• •• = ITJTr·1I11"1"J ,.01...", til <"
r ig" 3.1 show~ I ll .. t'kN- t'Ulll l' ... ison bl' t wl'<'u t lLc na tur al frrt llll'llrj"" ohlll l!-I'II
wlth t his. an alysis and those computed 11)· il!<.'IullI in::; Ih t· Ilro;,cl lf'r ilh.. le 10 h.. it
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4.1 Introd uct ion
In this chapte r the equation ormotion , describing the t ransve rse vibration s, of the
propeller shaft without the blades has been derived using Newto nian approach. The
hub o f the propeller has been treated as a flexible roto r and thus the whole shafting
can be considered as a shaft -rotor system. The system has been considered in three
parts: tail shaft, over hang and rotor, as can he seen in Fig. 4.1.
Equa tions of motion have been derived se parately for the three segments as
call be seen in Haddan. (HIS!:!). Afll'f apl llyillJ; the boundary conditions we get
~he cha racter istic equation of the whole system. For the propulsion shafting under
ccnsidera tlcnvcouplcd trausverse vlbratlous in the hori7.ontal and vertical planes a rc
known to occur as a result of Ilropf'll('r gyrceccpy, bcarlng pre per ties, shaft prop erties
and shaft unbalance. For this fact equatlous of monon of the shaft segments in two
perpendicular planes have been deri ved. which when coupled give the final equation
(see Chi vens, 1975). Shea r deflection and rotary inertia effects ha ve been considered
for the rotor since it has a larger diamete r as compared to the tail shaft.
6i
liS
4.2 For m u lat io n of the Rotor Equation
In this section Ih, ' equation of mmion of rotor III the C01l1111f>X l'[all" ill a nnn-
rotntiug eoo rdiuau s.\·sl t·m has been derived. Si nn' r<>lar,\' iuerlia has been t aken
luto cOII~irh'r<l1.io ll, we Iif~I lind t he angular 11IOIIU'IIIIIIU uf t he rotor.
4.2.1 A n g ul Ar Mo mentu m of t he Ro tor
roforcuo- to .\" }'1.'. ".,nrd ill"'" Iraurc is :
Ii] ~; I +iJh
&i+ti}
'!"IIe " 1I1;111ar m o me nt u m o f I[u' ro to r ill its loenl nlOril inlll('s is p,iv"11 a~:
1", ...U1r ; + l"i ~ n l ~}+ f"i :: n l ' ~'
f";i + ~lij +Jl!i
wll,'r ,':
1",... "" ~ ::: J' component o f tot a l virtua l ma ss moment ofluortia of tlH' rotor
f"i~ "'" ~ ;: y component o f to tal virtua l mas ...moment of iller ti a or Ihe ro tor
I," , "" J ::: ;: ('0 1111'011\'111 of In ia l \'irlll,,1 11" 1" Ill' n<'111 o f iU(,f l i" "r t he ru tu r
nl ... "" ";:::.r (~oll1l'On ellt of the angule r velocity o f the rotor
n l ~ :;: i; "" Y t:OIUlwllellt o f th,· 1I1I1;111ar volocitv of t he rotor
0 1, "" 0 ;: ;: component of t ho 1I1lAu[aT velocity or the ro tor
(};: slope due 10 bending moment i ll ;t ;: pI 1l1\<'
"';: sk-oe due to be ndlug moment in v;:p[an t'
(.1.1 )
( ·1.'2)
Moment e xe rt ed by t he rotor on t he s h" ft , as give n ill Dimnrog onn s ( lOS:I) is give n
WIUOH' :
.1i ~ ( <. +1U8li + ~(ii - :In';u
p/lt;+ :lU9ji +p/iS -1U(,'i "",ii ri+ .\i,i
I' == tl " II~ i lr of 1II11tl"r;1I1
1 = aro 'a mU!II (' lI l "fi lllor l j" "hn lll a lI i ;,lIlO'ljor
4.2. 2 Eq ua tion of Mot io n in r z a nd .1/:: P lnnes
, ',. = s ltl' ilr fo r n o a loll ~ r a ll is
Mr = 1Il01llt'1l1about r ax is
II. = d isplul'llIl"nt alo l1F; r a llis.
~ll u i l i h rillm uf r..rrl' s ill th r \'('r Liral dirl'r t iotl fur t li., 1""0 plilm'll )·jl'lds :
OVr ~
-7);" == mill .
10
(<l,<ll












v; _ aM y"" - p/ (8 _ 2n~)
&,
Vy _ iJ;~~ = pf(:J,t 2wh (4.7)











G =modulus of ('I ;,~t kh.v ill ~1 1('ar
A = cross-section area ort he element
J( = shap e factor constan t of the beam
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Different ialins ~utionl ( ~.8 Land { 4.9 ' ami u iuS I ~ .~ I. ( ~.5 1 we have:
iJ~
_-.!...£!:i _aJ ";;; h:AG j): j):a
81v, 111 [jall. (4,10)
- 87 + KAGW
D' K~G~+~:~'ih
alII, III ;Pu, (4.l1)8: 2 - h' .'IGW
equa.tions (oI.6 ) and ( 4,1 j yield;
sv, (fJe ( (fJ8 [Pc )
- - £1- :-pl --2n-
a: a:J (h Ol l al OI
Q!:i _ ~ _ (.2:2.. . ~)
az £I Oz3 - pI a:iJla+anO:{Jt
u.singt quations ( U ). ( 4.5) . I .u0 Jand ( 4.11 ) in the above equations we gl.'t ;
I["'" m "" 'J: - p O::;)l l - K AGo;:r
n [ 11'" m 11"'1 '+2p I - a:1;)1 + h'AGOiT (U . )
0'" EI[ Il'" m "" , ]
- m8j2 + -7j;4 - KAG[): ' {JI'
wmbiwllg eq1latiol1s ( ·1.11 1;lIIol( ,1.1:1)alLl.l t1t"linillg IU. ::: tI . +iv.. WI.'have :
m 8;~, +E[O;;.- f.~I~ {)~~;2 pi ~~j~;l -;~"'a ~t~'
-2 ifl Jf!~:;;t +2i~~~{J;~·
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4.3 Equati on s for the Tail Sh aft a nd the Overhan g
Port ion
i\S was ment ioned before. in the rasl' of the ' <IiI shaft aile! the overhang portion,
('Ift'cls of slwM dollecrion ;llul rotary ino rtia. lw ill!!; small , ha ve h(,{,11 i!!;llo r" ,I , hNlCI'
l,h l' ('(llWliolis of monon for 1hesc .'>I'V;UlCilt s ar c IIIl' ronvcuuoual ElllpT- ]I" Tlloulli
"llll ill inu ,ll;iwlli!S:
wlwrl' :
m. = mass Iwr unit lcngthof s hnft
I . == a rea 1110111I'lit of Inertta of sha ft
U', == transver se displarern..nt for t il l' rotor
: .• == axial rcordiuan- fortin' llwrhil lll;
m. u(;;~. + f l. ~;;;. == 0
m. D;;~( + et, ~;;;;I == 0




t . UI. (O) =: 1I,.( b)
15. I"~ (O ) '= 1I~(b )
10. II,~J{ O) =: Jl w~J{b J
11. lU~{ r) = 0
12" t l'~'( C ) =0
where:
Cl = ro tor length
b :::: tail shaft lcngth
l' :::: O\"Nl lnns lellgt ll
11 =: ra tio of tlil' shaft and rotor moment of tncnlas.
4.4 Nondimens ionalizat ion
To p ili the equat lons of motion in the noudimcnalonal (Drill w.r.r . space nnd timo











where I is the total lengt h of the propeller sha ft.














with the boundary conditi ons ;
2 . r;'(O) - I:,:l0l =0
3. , .( 0 ) = 0
5 . 11: ( 0) =y;'(a)
7. y. (0) = y.( 6)
g. >:1 0)= >:(' )
10. 11,." ( 0 )= 1, &1," (6)
12. y~"(e) = 0
4 .5 Solution of the Equation






TJ = root of the spatial function for the rotor
A= root of the spat ial function for the shalt
w= ncn-dlmensicnal elgen value
w = dim enslcnal elgen value
(4.26 )












( I =thw1[l+ fa)
(1 = ~~ [{ I~~~w1(- I]
+ 2
f = 1-;:;
where and + sign for r conespond to the forwa rd and t he reverse whirl of the sllaft
respectively.
The roots of the equation (·1 .29) arc given as:
1 - C l ~ (,,)+ F")'
II = 2 - - 2 - V\ '2) - C2
we have four values of ' I, defined as ei , 01 , 0' 3 ant U 4 where:
0"3 = '11
and
from equarlon ( ,1.26 ), the solution for !J~ can he given as :
y~ = (AC'lI'" +Be-tl' '''+Cei,,, ,,,+De- i'l2"') ei:' ..
= R( x r }e;':'~
similarly th e solut ions for the ovrr hang and ta il s haft por tions of thc shart arc given
respectively as :
where:
R(Xl) = A1sin{32+A2coslh. +A3sin h{31+A..cosh {3,
5(:1:2)=PI sin ')'2+P2COS'}'2+ IJ3sinh 1'2+ P.cosh1'2
T(X3) = QtSin1'3+Q2COS1'3+Q3s inh13 + Q.. cosh '}'J
where :
{3i = '/iX[ i = 1,2
Ai,Pi,Qi(i = 1, .•.4) = arbitrary constants to be determined from the boundary
condit ions.
4.5.1 A pplicati on of t he Bo undary Co nd iti ons
To solve the shaft- rotor system equations ( 4.20 ), ( 4 ,21 ) and ( 4.22 ) we need to
have twelve boundary condit ions, so that we have twelve equat ions in twelve arbi-
t rary constants and t he elgen value W. For a consisten t solution of the system of
equa tions we need to solve the characteristic equarlo n of the system which becomes
the eigen value equa tion (or OUI' system.
Boundary Cond itions at A :
1) T(O)= O
2) T"(O) -J(T'(O) =0
Bounda ry Condition s at II :
3) S(O)= O
4) S'(O)=T'(.)
5) S"(O) = T"(. )
6) T(,) =0
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Dounduv C.onditions ilt C :
7) R(OI '" S(b)
8 ) R'(O) '" S'( bl
9) R" (O} '" jl s n( b) .
10) R"'( Ol = IIS"'(b )
Boundarv Cond i tion ~ a t n :
I I I U"(c ) = 0
12) R"'(c) = 0
where:
A '" forwa rd end hearing of the la.i1 shaft
n '"aft end bear ing of the tal l $hart
C '" sl.aft rotor j unction
D =freeend of the rotor
Dash over the variable denotes differentiation w.r.r. the lip"tial var iable,
The boundary condition ( 1) litltes that the deflecrlcn iii zerc at forward end bearing,
the boundary condit ion (2) is wriUen in ;t.gene ral form 50 tha t one ca n deal witb
a simple suppor t , II. clamped suppor t or a general degree of fixity at t his end. TIle
difference in n il' na tu ral frequenci('s for di/T{'rent fixiti('!l i~ ('villent (rom fig. ~ .3 .
Condit ions (3), (6) sta te that t he deflectio n is zero at till:' simple sUPllort D,
while (4) and (5) are the conti nuity conditions Illlh i~ sup port .
Boundary conditions (7) through (10) represent t ile eonti nuity condlrlons at tile
shaft-rotor junct ion.
Conditions ( 11) and (12) state that the bending moment and shear force ar e
aero at the free end of the rotor.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of natural frequency with respect to the change in the shaft
fixity.
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equation in the variable w.
where the expressions for Xl> X2 • X3 , 11'1 and lV2 can be foun d in t he appendix M.
Fig. 4.4 shows t he difference in the narurul freqencles corresponding to the
forward and reverse whirl or t he shari, the difrt> rcnce is distinguisha.ble at shorte r
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Figure 4.4: Natural rr{'lpl"IICY variation (IIll ' to Ibn varying tail shart length.
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Chapter 5
COUPLING OF BLADE AND
ROTOR-SHAFT
FREQUENCIES
5.1 Int roduct ion
This chapter gives the formulation for finding t he natural freque ncy of the propeller
shaft system. The assembly was analysed in two independent parts, namely the
blades and the rctce-shalt system . The resultant frequency, for th e whole system
was found by coupling the frequencies of these two par ts. The meth od adopte d
is based on an extens ion of Southwell- Dunkerley methods for synthesizing isolated
frequencies as given in Enda and Tanig uchi. par t 1 ( 1976).
5.2 Formul at ion of the Series Synt hetic Method
South well-Dunkerley methods for the synthesis of the 50-called inert ia elements and
the so-called restoring elements [shewn in Fig. !i. Ill.and Fig. 5.1b respectively) give
the fcllowlng expressions for the fn'lp Wlld l'S,
I I I I
15.1)pi=71+P'l+ ""F;l
and




Fig . 5.l. e
Figure 5.1: Synthesis of inertia and restori ng elements
where:
Po "" angular frequency of the respective isolated system composed of t he mass and
one of the restoring elements.
T he series type synthe tic method as present ed in Endo and Taniguchi ( 1!l76) deals
with anot her pattern of combining resto ring de ments (Fig. S.lc ). T he method
like Southwell-Dunkerley methods is based 0 11 Rayleigh's principle and gives the
frequency of the system as
I 1 1 1
- -i"" Pl+PI+"'P! (5.3)
Although equation ( 5.3) is formally similar to equatio n ( 5.1), the st ructu re
of the present mallei is different from that used in the so-called inertia synthetic
meth od. The advantages in this technique are that with the addit ion of each sp ring,
the frequency of the system decreases and tha t different deflect ion funct ions must
lie assigned to respective restoring clements so that the deflection of the inertia
clement is to be a direct sum of those funct ions. T he fa':t that with the add it ion of
resto ring clement, the total frequency of the system decreases allows us to consider
the effects of shear deflection in the beams by just adding one restoring element
(hav ing the deflection funct ion proporfiona; to the shear deflect ion) in series with
that correspo nding to t he bending deforma tion of th e beam.
5.3 Cri t er ion for t he Applicati on of Series Ty p e Solu-
tion
The expression given in the equation( 5.3), like the other two Southwcll-Dunkerloy
formulat ions, predicts a lower limit of the t rill' frequency of t he system. In orde r that
this lower limit be expecte d to be very dose to the t rue frequency of t he composite
syst em, another condition is demanded in addlrlon to Rayleigh's principle on which
the previous two methods are based, It is possible to obta in a bet ter app roximate
frequency t han the lower limit p~ by forma lly expanding ' he' correct frequency in a
power series in terms of the pert urba t ion parameters ~ij < 1.
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As a mathematical model of the most general continuous system whose restoring
elements are coupled m~nly in series, aile may consider a composit e syst em which
can. be relaxed into n is.oIated systems . From n iloykoigh's principle t he t rue frequency
P of this system is given as:
i»
p2:= i :: 1
[t "+ tot. ",];= 1 i # j
Vi := lo' / i(Yild:r
flltj =mass associated with th e ith and j th mtoring element.
Y; =deflection curve for the it h restor ing elemen t.
('-')
In the equation ( S.4) tt; of the numerator denetes t he poten tial energy term
related to the respective restoring element, while the denominator is associated
with the kinetic energy where in t ;j shows the coupling effect between two deflection
functions (explained in appendix N)
From Rayleigb'B principle the following inequalit ies hold.
~ ~*= pl (i : l "" n)
where 1'; and T; denote the pot ential and kinetic energies of the respective isolated
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systems, which can be obtained by substituting the true deflection function Yj of
an isolated system into Vi and ti, respectively, in place of Vi for the combined state .
Hence Pi defines the true frequency of each isolated system.




combining equations (5.5) and (5.6) we arrive at
we define PI1give.. in equation ( 5,3) as :
(5.7)





· . rtf:; fVi:]'?:L !! l j - V;r.
= 1 +,., p ' l oJ 11, > 1
(t ./ii)' -,., I")
(' .' )
indicat in! conclusi\~ly that the value p. gives iI. lower limit of the t rue frequency
for th e system.
Qur aim now is to minimize the R.lI .S. expression of ~Ua.tioD ( 5.4 ) &0 that we
ca.n find &n ap proxima te value of the freq uency which lies somewhere in between P
ud p. which give upper and lower bound solutions respectively.
We define t he following qua ntit ies
:t'i=.,ft,
!lO
Wlin~ in lhe equ~tion ( S.~) ",-ehave;
we define th e lllllction a! ~ as
('.10)
('.11 )
To get the condition of . ta,liona-tity we take the variation of the functional rP and
set it to zero
(' .121
which aftu certai n approximat ions yield~ [refer Eado and Tanigudli, 1916)
('.13)
under the conditioo. t hat'. < I
wheree
6. := pt'ttu rbat lon parameter of the power series expansion of p.
=tt ';j
;" 11;>;
from equation s ( S,!I) and ( 5 ,I:I ) W(' ca ll~afely say t lll.t l he tr ue frequency P under





P" is called t he zeroth order approximate solution Ior P and P,,(l + .56,) is called
the first order a pproximate solution.
5.4 Modelling of the System
The sample pr opeller shaft considered ill this work. consists of five blades. TIle
propeller shaft assembly can be modelled as shown in Fig. 5.2a, wherein the system
has been rela-xed into single degree of free dom isolated sub-systems. The spri ngs
and masses used have the following mean ing :
1,."'" resto ring clement associate d with transverse shear deformation ofshafL
JIb = restoring clement associated with ben ding deformation of shaft
k. = restoring element associated with transverse shear deformation of blade
kb = res toring clement associate d with bending deformation of blade
k, =restoring element associated with ax.ial force in the blade due to the
ro tation
M= :nertia element of th e sha ft
m = inertia element of the blade
At t he normal operating speeds of propeller shafts ( upto 300 R.P .M. ) th e ef-
fects due to axial force and shear deforma tion are negligibly small, hence the model
call be put in a simplified form as shown in Fig. 5. 2b.
Looking at Fig. 5.2a and the three metho ds given in secti on 5.2 we can clearl y see
that the series type sy nthetic met hod of analysis is applicable to our system . since
cnc mass unit is connected to a series of springs. F ig. 5.2b being a simplified case
of Fig. 5.2a can also be solved by series type synt hesis. In order to dist inguish all
the isolated systems in t he model, we cons ider all t he combi nations of the resto ring




Fig ure 5.2: Modelling of the propeller shaft assembly
[RESTORING ELEMENTS] [INERTIA ELEMENTS ]
'I--- - - -"Y UISTRIBUTEOMASS
OF BLADE NO :5
Figure 5. 3 : All combinations of inertia and resto ring elements
0·'
The natura l frequency of the se eleven types of isolated systems . given by P;{i ,..
11), as given in Endo and Tanig uchi, part II (1976), is given as :
1. For an isolated sys tem subjected to bending effect of the beam and having the
dist ributed mass of the beam. The frequency WI for t h is case has already been
obtained in chapter 4.
2. For an isolated system subjected to bending effect of t he beam and having the
distributed mass of the blade. The IrcqeccyWit for this case is given as :
where:
( d' ) '2 fJ ~ dz
-u = AI f6 6(z - l )y2dz (5.15)
y =nondimension al displacemen t function of the rotor-shaft system, whlchcan
be well approximated by that of t he tai l shaft p or t ion given as 01sin ~z+
Q2 COS~Z + Q3sillh..\ z +Q4cos h..\z { deelved in cha pter 4 ).
Q;(i = 1. .. ·4) = constants depe nding on the rot at ional speed of the shaft .
,\4 =~
EI.
M. =mass per unit leng th of the tails haft .
I . = area mome nt of inertia of the ta ilshaft.
E = modulus of elasticity.
L = length of t he tallsh aft .
!If =total virt ual mass of the blade.
T he Dirac-Delt a funct ion indicat es tha t t he blade is a concen tra ted mass at
the end of the tail shaft .
Equation (5.15) represent s the frequencies Wff.WIf(·' W V{ since I1lltile five
blades a rc ident ically attached to t1lCshaft .
3. For an isolated system subjected to the bending effect of the blade and having
the distributed mass of the blade. The frequency W v 11for this case has already
been obtaine d in chapter 2. Frequencieswv1/ to Wx / have the same magnitude
as all the blades are identical.
Referring to expression ( 5.14 ) the zeroth order ap proximate solution for the
frequency is given by Pa where:
The first order approxima tion is glven by Pa(1 + .56, ) where:
For the case of our study only the per turbation parameters 612 ,6 13 • •616 exist ,
the rest all vanish as five identical blades have same deflection functions for their
restcrlng elements.
5.5 Det erminat ion of t he Critical Speed
The curve shown in fig. 5.4 givos the valIll'S of the resultant natu ral frequency of the
propeller shaft assembly for various values of sha ft rot at ional speeds. T he critical
speed of the syste m is the intersection of this curve with the line whose slope equals
the number of blades of the propeller shaft. Equation ( 5.14) was used to give the
limits of the natural frequency for the system considered in th e present work, for
different blade numbers. Th e tru e value of the natural frequency is supposed to lie
between these limits, as can be seen from fig. 5.5
Th e formulation was verified by checkingthe results obtained for the case studied
in Toms and Mart in (1972), as can be seen in fig. 5.fj .
Waytowich (1979), calcula tes the natural frequencies of a prop eller shaft having
a tai l shaft of 228 inches and diameter 11 inches. The results obtained with the ap-
proximate method, presented in the reference, were checked against those computed
using ABS coputer program.
The comparisons for the forward whirl and simply supported forward beari ng end
conditions are given in table 5.1, where in it is evident tha t our approach gives
better results .
As mentioned before the dimensions of the propeller blades and the hub have
not been given in the references and the following approximat e rela tions were used








weight of t he blades
developed area per blade
D(propeller radius-hub radius]
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Figure 5.5: Effectofblade number on thenatural Iroqueney of the propeller shaft
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Figure5.6: Comparisons of natural frequency with the CUll studied in Toms and
Mart in 1972.
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Table 5.1: Comparisons of critical speeds (Rr l.,.l) with the case studied in Way-
towich, 197(}.
Reference ABS program Present work
zeroth order approx. first order approx.




6 .1 Su mm ary of the Present Work
T he purpo se of th is project Wall to find a me thod, which can prove to be a hand y
a nd effective too l for dete rmining the natural frequencies ora propeller sha ft system.
T here a re methods which can do the sa me job and may he more accu rate , butneed a
lo t of initi al dat a for giving a solut ion. Moreove r, the solution proves costly because
of the time cons umed in lengthy numerical calcula t ions . It can be stated sa fely that
a t the beg inning of design we jus t need to have an idea of the sha ft crit ical speeds
and the a pproximate and inexpensive method s should prove fairly reliable . T his fac t
depicts t he impor tance of the class of approxi mate methods, to which t he present
work is a n important contribution.
The work accomplished in this investigation ta kes into ccnsldcratl on some of
t he characteristi cs of the propeller shaft, the Impor tance of which may be felt in
cert ain co nditions of propeller operat ion or intricate geometry. The modelling of the
propeller as a thin rigid disc, as available in the existing literat ure. was improved
upon by taking the propeller in its exact form, th at is, a llexible hub mounted
wit h blades. The work was carried out in different stages, first the propeller blades
were analysed and later the shaft-rotor system. The isolated frequencies of the two
syst ems of the propeller shaft assembly were then coupled using a technique given
by Endo and Ta niguchi (l 076), for the application of which our system met the
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require ment...
The method deveklped for gelli ng the eigenvaluell lUld eigenve.;~:s for t he pre-
peller blade tra nsv@l'W vibratio ns taKes into considerat ion the airfoil sect ion of th e
blade, wbich was not to be found in the literatu re. T he IOftware developed wu ap -
plied to several blade profiles for es timating th eir natu ral frequencies and the results
IlieTe qui te convindnr;. To obta.in the equation of motion for the tr ansverse vibra -
uce s the blade was assumed to be a cant ilever. which proved to be quite valid afle r
the anal ysis was cross checked again st t he resu lts obtai ned from 3-D isoparamet ric
finite elemenl formulation .
In the case of the shaft -roto r asse mbly th e Irequeneles were obta ined by consid-
ering th e t ransverse vibration of the three segments: Tail shaft , Overhang and t he
Rolo r linked by the boundary conditions.
•-\$ is clear from tJu~ preceeding sections t ite met hod formula ted minimi zes th e
appro,um at ion. to be made for t he solution of natu ral frequencies of a propeller
shaft sys tem and was seen to glve fairly accura te resulu .
6.2 Conclus ions
Based on the investigatK)P carried out. some import ant conclusioll$ can be drawn.
1. For findinr; th(' fuudem entel frequency of t ransv('f5(' vlbrarlon s of a pro-
peller blade. the approximation that it ran be assumed to be a cantilever
is fairly ,,"ccura te.
2. ,"or the range of speeds of interest in caso of maetne propelle rs. Slillft
rotatio n has a small effect on t lll~ natural frequencies.
3. Increase in the 6tagger angle decrease s the natural Irequcncy of t he blade
and 80 do the shear de flect ion and rotary inert ia. The effects d ue to shea r
dellcdion arc more pre-domi nant at hig/ler OIO(les.
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4. Obtaining the natu ral frequen cies of a propeller shaft by coupling the
frequencies of the blades and tha t of the shaft -rotor system seems to be
a satisfactory method since it involves less approximations.
5. T Ile natu ral frequency of a. propeller shaft decreases with the increase
in the ta il shart length . The difference between the forward and reverse
whirling frequencies of a propeller shaft is dist inguishab le at shorter tail
shaftle ngths. since in such a situa tion the rotor mass has an appreciable
effect.
6. Increase in the number of blades decreases the natural frequency of the
propeller shaft assembly.
7. Natural frequency is appreciab ly affected by the varying fixity of the
forward end bearing of the propeller shaft.
6 .3 Limita tions a nd Recommendation s
The callpiing cr the nat ural frequencies for the two isolated systems still needs some
improvement, since the method is based on approximations . The displacement func-
tion for the shaft-roto r system was taken to be t he same as that obtained for t he tail
sha ft. which gavevery close results for the cases where the ta il shaft was of relat ively
large dimensions. The cases where the tail shaft length is comparable with t hat of
the rotor and the overhang could not be solved with accuracy. The coupling method
used seems to be very sensitive to the displacement function assumed, because of
its influence ever t he frequencies for th e cross te rms. In addition, the dimen sions
of t he propeller for a given propeller shaft were obtained by appr oximation s since
the existi ng work assumes tile propelle r to be a.disc and hence does not provide the
act ual dimensions for the complete propeller sha ft assembly.
T he propeller blade is of Intricat e geomet ry, factors like the blade rake angle,
angle of twist and t he torsional coupling arising ill the cases where the cen ter of
mas s does not pass through the neutral axis remain to be incorporat ed in t he work.
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ARRANGEMENT OF COORDINATE AXES (FLOW CHART)







Coordinate Systems Description Unit Vectors
X YZ fixed to the uudeflcctcd shaft center line I J K
~l YI Zt X l' Z rotated about X by an angle <P i1iJ kl
x y x J: I !Il =1 rota ted about YI by an angle 8 ijk
:l2Y2 <:2 rotating at n abuut =2 . coinciding : i2 h k2
(01)0(0 .1'2 Y:I :2, translated hy R along Y2 e?egeg
I , ( (0 1/0 (0, rotated abou11lo by an angle " er ea ea
X ' y' Z' rotating at fI about Z', coinciding Z r J' !('
m
Appendix B
TRANSFORMATION OF COORDIN ATE AXES
Transfcrmaslcn between zyz and :1:1 111::\ :
{~ }=[ : ,,:. -.:,.]{ i:}!{ 0 sin4J cos¢ k1
Transformation between :l:111IZ \ and :1: 11: :
[
",' 0 'i"] {i}o 1 0 j
- sin O 0 cess k{~ } :[:":,, _,~,. ] rr :'i~ '] {;}KOsin¢. costjJ -sin O 0 cosO k
[
" . , 0 'i"] {i}o cos<IJ -sin¢cos8 }
- cos 4>sin 8 sin¢ cos4lcos9 k
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T RANSFORMATION OF BLADE LOCAL COORDINATE AXES
{i~ } [ ,~ . 0 ",. ] { " }i~ = 0 1 0 ( 1i8 - sin,!, 0 cost/' ea
h = i Y=i1eos'I/Jtt3Sinl/J
h = e~
~(i2eos flt - h sinfUl + O{i1sinflt +h cos!1l) + nL'2
¢.leos O/(i l cost/!t t 3sinfj;) - e2slnOtl
e i [~ Cos n t cDs fj; + 9sinn /cosl/J-ll sinv]
+e2 1-~ sinn t + Ocos""t]
t t,1 [~ co~Wsi ll l' + 8sinUlsill rP + OCDS W]
III
Appendix C
VELOCITY OF A PO INT ON THE BLAD E
1, (iI~cos1/J+ub)el +v~e2 +(i1~sjn tP +wb)e3
tl'hxT,
where:
- (J cos Qt sin T/J + thi n ni sin T/J +n cos tP)(~ +R+IJ)]
-i2 [e¢cosntcos I/Jt8 sinll tcos T/J - nsin tP)(lI~ sin l/J+ Wb)
- (J cos n +sin ~', t 9sinGt sin T/Jtncos ¢)(u~cos1/J + ~b )J
+f3 [eJcosOlcOstPt8 sinfltcos ., - nsin !P)(v~+Rt 'I)
-(-~sin Ot +iJcosQI)( U~cos '" +lib)]
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(C,l )
ignoring t he magnit ude of smaller terms, we have:
n3 x f " = et[-(R+ '1)(J,cos Oesin¢ + 8 sin I1tsin lP+ ocos lP) - v:O cos1t'J
+e3{(R+ '1){J,cosntcostPt B sjnntcos~ - l1sin tJI) - tl,fis inwl
using ehe above expression in equat ion C.l we get :
f" :: el[(u~cOS!/.J + Ub) - (R + '1)(J, cosOt + BsinO t) sin tP - O(v: + R + '1)cos T/JJ
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ii , X 17 el [( -~ sillnt +8to6!U}{( u: SiD'P+ lit.)
+(R + 1J)(¢cosO t +8sin Ot) cos'P
- O(v, +R + '1) sin tPl - {~oosOhin ",+ 6sin Ot sin 1(l+ {lcos¢}+
{V,+ 0( 1I~ ain l/J+ 111.) sin '" + 0 (1I: C05¢ + 1Ib)costPl]
- e21(¢ cos Ot COI ¢ + Bainfltcos " - fl lin ,, }{(u:s in til + w.)
+(R + '1)(¢oosOI + 8sinnt)COS fo- O(v, + R + '1)sin¢' }
- {¢ cosfl t sin fI + Bain {!I sin 1/1 + OC05"}{(i.l:COS'P+ I;' )
- (R + q)(¢ cosfl l + 8s inOt) sin f/t- nell, +R + q)cos,, })
+t3[ {J~tos Ot cos,, + Bsin fllcos ¢' -flsin ,,1
t tY, + n( u~ sin tP + lIIb) sin V'
+ fl (tl: cos ¢ + u, ) cos l(J}- ( - ~sin OI + 6cos n t}{(u:cos !p+ tl,)
- (R + q)(¢.sin Ot + 8s infl t) sin '" - n(v. + R + '1) cos till]
- i 1 [(R+ '1)(¢ sinO t - 8 cosOt)sin ¢'
- (V. + 0 (_: + tD.lin ¢' + 116cos¢')}cos¢'I Sl
- i 2[- n(V,+R+ q) - 'Ii:- w,sini' - 1i6CDattil °
Tt, (-O{V.+ O(u: +Wt sin ,,+u6cos,, )}sin \l1
- fl (R + '1) (~ ain Ot - 8cos flt) cos",j
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i, [(il~cos !JI + Ub) - (R + 1J )(~ cosfl t + t1sinflt) sinlb
- (R + Ij )( -~sinnt + 8 cos n!)fI sin JjJ - fI ~cos lblel
+[ii~ +n(u~ sin 1/J+w6)sin 1/J+fI( i.l~cos 1/J+Ub)cOSl-'!e2
+[(ii~sin \11+Wit) + (Rt '1 )(~C05Qt t iisin fi t ) cos Ib
+(R+ '1)(-~sj n Ot + /Jrosl1 / )Ucos li
'
- n b: sill lb]e3
el[( il~cos 1/1+ ilL) .
+(R + '1) sin ¢(2 f14>sin fit - 2f10tosfit - ~cosnl- 9sinnt)
- O{2v: +n(u~ + wbsin Ib+ U ~ C05.p)} cos1/J!
H3[(il~sinlb +W6)
+(R + Ij) C05¢(- 2f1~ sin fit + 2f10cosnt + ~cosn! + 8 sin Ot )
-n{21i: +n( tl~ + wbsintJt+ ubcos .p)}si n I/JJ
el (illt - n1 (W6 sin tjlcosilJ + Ubcos1lb) + ( il~ - 2nv~ - 0 11.1: ) cosT/.>
-(R + 71)(~ cos Ot + 9sinOt)si n 1/1 + 20 (R + l'j) (~sin flt - 8co sOt) sin w]
e2[ii ~ + u~ + fI(2w6sin Ib+2libcos lb+ i&~ - v~ - R - '1)1
e3 (W6 - 02(Ubsin tjlcos..p+ wbsin2..p)+ ( il~ - 20il, - 01u~) sin ¥>
+(R + '1 )(~ cos Ot + 9sinflt )C01l 1/J- 2l1(R +'1 )(4)sinflt - OC050t)C051j1}
us
App end ix D
APP LICATIO N OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS T O T HE BLADE
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Appendix E
EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR t Pk
hot
From equation ( 2.35 ). we have :
1:[.4. (Pk - q~)l' == 1:.t(kNq~]' +8in2'" t Aqk +~ t :1 qk
'\ ;;1 ( 1,\-= 1 ( 1 k=:1 (I k"' l
Integrating :
EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR t p~
k ;; l
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f:.; = ~ t l(AP')' - A'p.l
At.::1 A k=l
from equat ion ( 2.35 ), we have :
t l-..\ Aqk- AQk sin 2 tJ.l == - fl E (A (pi -q~)]'+ t lkNlJkl'
At::, At:: , h ; 1
(I :E{.4 Pkl' = ..\Ai: IJ.t+ Asin' 1f;t I]/r + ( 1 t eA q/.)' +E (kNIJiJ
,1,=1 k= 1 ."'.\ k=l b <l
using the expression in ( E. l ), we have :
" 1 [AA n Asi n2 t/J .. " ., I
•
L:.,PI. ';" -L;IJk t --LIJk+L(Aqkl
A £1 40=1 £1 i_I k_1
.).... t(kNqZ +k~qk )- ~ t Pk]
A£I .t:>1 A h; 1
using equation ( 2.48 ), WI! have :
•
L:.",Pk ft IJ'd [ Si:2 T/J t qk + t~+




SIM PLIFIED EIGENVALUE EQ UATION
Equation (2.52) can he writte n as:
Expans ion of /1ft :
=>. t i:l iP"(PI' APnB+ Pr.:ePn,d+ PgS PT1Bt>.2p",t Pi/,l]
T=1 1:= 1 0
I Ignor ing >.2 and >.3 terms, becaus e of their small magni tude]
Expansion or 51 :
'neglecting >.2 term J
Expansion of 53 :
= 11 t t LI A ({J.PRA+ PRB1P PKA+ P;<s)
ral".1 0
: ( 1 ttl' A IJ.(PHAPRB+PI, BPIlA) +hBPRB
r al l:. 1 ()
( ignoring ).2 term]
Substituting in equati on ( 2.!>2 I, we get :
= ( 2l' it t [J.{PFtUP"·IB +PRlS P'OA) + PInBPK1B]
o r = l t . 1
-,\t :t(PnAq;'+q;PKA ) - t t CPRSq;' +q;PI\S )
. .. I.h ;1 . =1/0..1
120
Rearranging the terms, we have :
121
Appendix G
EXPRESS ! IN FOR l Aqt dg
122
101 (AI+ th y +A3 y 1 + ,1,ly3 )
(coshbjY- c<>sbjV+Uj sill bj!) - Uj~i ll h bjY)
101 AI(CoShbj Y- COSbjy +rrj sinbjy - e j slnh bjY)
o ,
+ hi A1y(coshb jY - cosbjy + I1jsinbju -o'jsinh bJII)
+hi A3y2(coshbj Y-cosbjY +cj sln bjy - Uj sinh bjV)
+ 10 A4y 3( Coshbjy -cosb jy+ uj sinbjy-ujsinhb jy )
123
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[A ~l [-2I1tQshbj Y (i ~). hb 1+ 3 + bj bj + bj +hI Sin ill +
+¥sinbbjY




BOUNDARY CON D ITION S APPLIED T O T H E T HIR D T ERM
ON THE MASS SIDE
IIL1 j (PnIAP,,'l B +PRl BPKlA )dy
PRlAPKIB = (;; - ~P/l.~ )(P1l'I H ) = ~Pf\lB - ~PRAPKIB
q, q. [sin2 1/J At/' t il 'q' (2 II {2 " ,4' ]
;;PKIB =;; -;;- 'lk +~ +~kNqk + ::t;;kN'l-t- AP/,,;s
Boundary conditions will be applied to the terms appearing with q;:
[Since j vanishes at y = 1 and q. is zero at y ::::0 I
also
126
Similarily for PRIB Pf{ 1A we wiU get two terms where q", and rf..' ap pear together
and after the application of boundary conditions, their for m reduces to I/,. q~ with
a change in the sign.
"Ji PRi APK I8 '" Jj [~ sin2 1/J qrqk + -P- A' q,q~ - ~q~q~~I . ' A CI Cl
( 2 kN " C2k N , (2 A Jd
- .,.-;-Q.1",+ -;--q.qk - -;--P"aq. y
(I A A cl A fl




EXPRESSION FOR CENTR IFUGAL FORCE EXERTED ON
A ROTATING CANT ILEVE R
Consider a.cantil ever of length I rotating abou t an axis , at a distance of R from its
root , with an angu lar velocity n.give in fig. 1.1
Cen trifugal force exerte d on an element dl1,a t a distance of 1'/from the root of
the cantil ever can be given aa :
Total centrifugal force on the whole can tilever is :
Since the can tilever is a blade of airfoil cross sect ion , we write A as
A(I1)""' AI +Al'l+A3112 t A41J3
N::: n2p1'<A1 +A2'1+ 113'1' +A4r? )(T/t R )dTJ









I R r-- --1 d~f-------rI 7J
--I
Figuro I.l : Rol:l.tinp;canl ih-'vl'f
12!)
kN ",t.1'(At +Al71+A3TJ'tA41J3)(I/ +R)d7/
=Al A,R+ ' AI +A,R)11+(A 3R,+ A 2 J1/2 + (Al + A4R )113 + A4,/4}d1j
1 [ (f1 _ 1/' ) A2+A]R 3 3
=ji A,R(I -T/ )+ (AI + A,R)-,-+ -3- (1 - 1/ )
+~~(l- ySJ










kN AuRNV(l- y) + (A lt +AI2RN D)(1 ~ y') + (A12+A13RND)( 1~ y3)
+(A 13 +A I4 RND )(1 ~ y4) +A 101 (l ~ yS)
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Appendix J
GAUS S QUADRATURE IN T EGRAT ION SCHEME
[k.] t: 1'1f t IBjT[DIIB1Jd{d'1d(
EI1'1E,¢({.'1,()d{ dljd(
Ellll~({. '1, (, )WI + ~{,17, (2 11V2Jded'l
f.{{dlU' '1l,CtlWt + ¢({. 7J1 .(, )IY,} IYI
+{4I({.'1:I.(l lWI +«e.!'J::l . (1)W2}U',1
+ {¢({to'12.CdW. +~{h'1:l'(2 ) IV2}W2J1VI
+({¢({ ,,"h CI )W1+ ¢I{0!2 , rn, (,)W' }U'1
+WtlV,W, ifi<6, 'h .( ' ) + W, W\W,dJ({2, TI" CI) +W,W1W, ¢I({ , , '1It ( , )
+ W,1V2Wl¢(6 . '1:I .Cl ) +W,W, lV,¢U, , 'h .( , )
, , ,
L:L:L:1V,1V;1V" ;.«(;. , ,,(.l
;= I;_ l b l
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Appendix K
RELATIO N OF Ik.1 W IT H NON ·LINEAR STRAINS
Consider a rigid bar of length 1, fixed to a spring k . as shown in the Fig. K.l.
Spring k. is const rained to remain hor izont al and is initially st retched an amount
y to produce a force F. Load R is applied externally to the rod, so t hat it gets
deflected by an angle e.






l.=4!= C05,-1 = ~( t'l~ Vl ) Z
Strain energy stor ed in the bar is given as :
The te rms {~ and tv are quadrati c ;1\ nodal d.o.I. but l~ is quartic, so l~ can be
considered neglegible as compared to the first two terms.





Ibl Final Pasit ian
Figure K.l: Trans verse fo rce on all axially loaded truss member
13:)
In the matri x not ation
<. =i[ -1 11[ " ., ]'
<·=f,;{ :: r l-1 1 J'[ -1 1 1{:: }
{tl } = [ 111 VI 112 II1] T
from the above expression it is clear that the two mat ricies in the brackets are the
stiffness maerlcles for t he system. The first 4 x 4 mat rix with coefficient 4fis the
conventional stiffness matri x [kJ for a tru ss element, the other one associated with







(v.. + 1ll.,}G 0
IEG,II'HC,)+IEG,II'HCgJ+IEG,II'}(Ccl
where :
[E 0 0 0 0 0 0 nlEG,] o GO G 0 0 0o 0 GO O 0 G
[: G G 0 0 0 0 n[EG 2} 0 0 E 0 0 00 0 0 G o G
[: G 0 G 00 ][EG 31 0 G u G 00 0 0 o E
(CA ) = [1 0 0]
(CB]= [0 1 0)
[Cel =[0 0 I]
T he exp ression of {6} ca n be obta ined fro m equa t ion ( 3.12 ).
('1 = [,1JIIDS]{d)
the displacement vector {tJ}is obt ained from the relation:
{F) = [IC]{d]
where:[Il l str uct ural sttrlucss matrix of the system.
[1'1 te rce vector for the syste m obtained afte r assomhling {fl.
{f } force vecto r for a n clement gj';f! tl by l, N1'1'rllJ.
I' ccrrlfugal forcC'llctinp;on the elc ment,
Appendix M
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION FOR THE SHAFT·ROTOR SYSTEM
From the boundary conditions (11) and (12) in sectlcn 4.5 we have
R"(c ) = 0
R"'(c) =0
The above two equat ions lead to the following expression
A1 = !PIA] + 'JI2 A4
A2 = 'h A3 +¢4A4
where :
.,J eosh 1JICCOSlhC+ .,'Sill'12Csinh'71C
')'3 cos fhC sinh '11C+ 1'2 cosh '1ICsi o'12c
.,' cos'l2c1>inhlllc -13 Coshll lcs in112c
.,2cosh1/\ccosltJ.c-,..3s inhII ICsi nJ12c
!!l





! [ll + /l21!P:l~ +{(I + /l211/.>~ +(1 - V2')'2)}] sin >.b~~ [{(l+ II' )¢I + ')'(1- V212 ) } ~ + (1+ 112)¢2] casAli
! [(l + 1I'l)1f.'2<P3 +{(I+ 1I2)1/J~+( 1 - v','l)}] (05). /1
.:.~ {{(I +V2 )1b1 + , (1 - V 2')'2)}4J3 +(l +112)¢-2] sin>.b
_! [(1 - v') Jh¢3 +{(I- "")1/14+(l +v2,2)}1sinh >'b~~ [{(l- V')TPI +1( 1+V'l '1)}¢3+ (1 - v2)¢2] cosh >.b
'!1,
rP, (1 +lI' )¢:l cos >'b- II HI+ v')"" +1'(1 - v' ')' )} sin..\ b t {l - v2)!J.'3cosh'\b
- /I {{l- V'l),pl +..,(1 +v'..,' llsinh >'11
~ - ({(l +v2)!b. +(1 - v' ')')} cos >'b- v(l + V 2)W2sin >.b
+{(1- V 2)¢'4 + ( I + ')'2 11'l )} cosh >'b - v(l- V2)¢2 sinh >.b]
/>, = <hs;
From the boundary condi tions (1), (2), (4) and {S) in section 4.5 we have :
Ql=9.Q3
Q2= f},Q3
2P2 = QJW t








WI = 81sin >.a+82(c05 '\11+cosh ).n) - sinh..\a
SPECIA l CASES '
(a) Simply supported forward end bcuring :
k::: 0
8\ ::: _ silLh >.a
sin>.a






COUPLING OF DEFLECTION FUN CTI ON S
Referr ing to Fig (5.3), if we consider a mass III ut t.ached to three springs having
deflection functions 1Ia. 1/2, YJ. the expression for the kinetic energy of the system
can be given as:
K. E . m(YI+ y~ +YJ)'l
m(y?+ y~ + y~ ) +2m(Y11I1 +Y'!l3 + Y1Y3)
3'l . . ttm' L 1/i +m,) ;= 1 j=1 1MI;




til repr esents the coupling effect bet ween two deflection funct ions !Ii and Yi'
1·10
Appendix 0
COMPUTER P ROGRAM FOR FINDING
THE NATURAL FREQUENC IES AND MODE SHAPES
OF A ROTATING PROPELLER BLADE
1·11
<; ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "'."'."'••"' •••"' ''' •••••••••••••••••••••
c .
c THE PROGRAM FI NDS THE !iATURAL FREQ. OF A ROnTING BLADE ..
C ..n HAVI NG AI RFOI L SEcrrON. EFFECTS OF STAGGER ANGLE SETTI NG ..
C SHEAR DEFLECTI ON AND ROTARY INERT!.\ ARE CONSIDERED. ....
C ••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••40••• "' • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
C •••••""."." .
c "'•••••••••••••• ••• '"•••• •••• ••• ••••
-:: NOMENCLATURE: ~
C ••••••••••••••••••••••" •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• • ••
C BBI ,. EIGEN VALUE IN DEX FOR A CANTILEVER
C U .. GAUSS POINTS OF INTEGERATION
C R .. WEIGHTS AT GAUSS POINTS
C A .. AREA OF THE BL ADE AT A SECTION
C S .. AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE BLADE AT A SECTION
C CA " COEFFI CI ENTS OF THE CUBI C FI T FOR AREA
C CS .. COEFFIC IENTS OF ,·HE CUBIC FIT FOR AREA MOMENT OF I NERTIA
C AVAR .. AVERAGE AREA OF THE BLADE
C AVIR .. AVERAGE I NERTIA OF THE BLADE
C RPS " HUB ROTATI ON IN R.P .S.
C PSI " PITCH ANGLE SETTI NG OF THE BLADE all' THE HUB
C Sl .. MASS MATflIX OF THE SYSTEM
C 52 " STI FFNESS MATRIX OF THE SYSTEM
C G1 " fUNCTIO N REPRESENTING MASS OF THE EIGEN VALUE EQUATI ON
C G2 .. FUNCTION REPRESENTING STIFFNESS OF THE EIGE N VALUE EQUATION
C FREQN " NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE BLADE I N HZ.
C BL .. BLADE LENGTH
C R " RADIUS OF THE HUB
C 0 = DIA METER OF TilE PROPELLER SHAFT
C C .. CORD LEI/ GTH OF THE BU DE
C CO .. CORD LENGTH TO DI AMETER RATIOS
C YC " BLADE THI CKNESS COORDINATE
C ZC = BLADE WIDTH COORDI NATE
C XR " BLADE LENGTH COORDINATE
C AK * SHAPE FACTOR OF THE BLADE PROFILE
C HK " ITE RATI VE IN DEX OF THE PROGRAM
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I MPLIC I T REAL.S ( A- H.O- Z)
DIMENSION G1(1 0 ) . G2(10) . BB(4) ,5 1( 4,4 ) ,5 2 (4 . 4) . BBETA(4 ) . BETABL ( 4 ) .
1 PSI (3) , )\PS( 6) ,OMEGAN(4) , BBI(4),
1 U(10) ,R(tO) ,CA( 4) ,CS( 4)
DOUBLE COMPLEX EVAL( 4 ) ,OMEGA




<; RCE" 7sS0 •• 1.25
U(1) " .0744371695
U(2)". 216 697697 1
U( 3 ) *.33970 47841




R(2 ) - . 1346333597
R(3) ".1095431813
R(4)".07472SS74S8
R(5 ) - .03333567215
DO 11 1011,5
U(5 +I) · ·U(I)
R(5 +I )-R U)
11 CONTINUE
CALL AERO(CA,CS,AVAR,AVIN)
DATA BBI/1.875 ,4 .6 94 ,7 ,85 4,10 .995/
e DATA RPS/1.E~05 , 5 . , 10 . , 15 . , 20 . , 25 ./
DATA RPS/1.E-05 ,2 .,4.,6. ,8 ., 10 . /
DATA PSI/O .,.S236 , .78S39/
00311"1.4




WRITE(6 ,.)' HUB ROT.(HZ) 5TG. ANGLE
1 INDEX '
DO 100 1101 1. 3
NSTGsPSI( II) .180./PI
WRITE(6,. ) · STAGGER ANGLE - ' ,NSTG
DO 100 JJ s l .6
WR I TE(6 •• i - ,
DO 83 KK.l ,4
BB(KK):BBI(KK)
83 CONTINUE
WS-2 •• PI .RPS(JJ}
THETAsPSI(II)




C •••• • .
e ITERATI ON I NDEX HH, I TERATI ONS NEEDED TO GENERATE REFINED EIGEN
e VALUES FROIl THE ASSUMED VALUES FOR A CANTILEVER
C •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••
D0100 HIl: l. 4
DO 30 Ksl,4
BI =BB(K)
DO 30 1l"'1. "
a JsBB( Il)
CALL QFUNCTION(U ,BI ,BJ .Gl .Gl l .G12 .G13 .G14 , G1S .F2,F3 , F4 . FS.G2,
1 G21,G22.G23 .WS,ALPHA. CA.CS)
SUH1·0 .
SUM2"0.
DO 13 J-l ,10
SUM1.( ABETA- AALPHA) • (SUH1+R{J ) .0 1 ( J ) )





C WRITE(S •• i- MASS MATRIX
C WRITE(S , 1000 )(S1(I ,J ) ,J"'l,-1) ,1 .1,4)
C WRITE(S ,.) ' STIF FNESS MATRIX
c WRITE(6 , 1000 ) «S2(I ,J ) , J"'1 .4) ,1 =1 ,4 )
1000 FORMAT(1X.4G16 .8 )
CALL EIGEN(S l,S2 ,EVAL)
00 29 1" 1, 4
OMECAN(I)=WS.EVAL(I )**.S
FREQN"OHEGAN(I)/ (2 . *PI )
C ••••••• •••• • •• • • • .. • ..• • • ..• • • ..




BBETA(I) - ( AVH.OHEGAN(I ) "2/ (20 .SEI0. AVIN» • • •25
BETABL (I) =BBETA (I) . BL





222 FORMAT( F11 . 4 , 5X.F l1 .4 , 5X,Fl 1 . 4 ,4X.F11 . 4 )
STOP
END
c "'''''''.'''••• '''•••••• •••"'•• "'••••• •• ••
C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING THE EIGEN VALUES ANO EI GEN VECTORS
C OF THE SYSTEK
C ~ ..
SUBROUTINE EI OEH(B, A,EVAL)
PARAHETER ( N"4 ,LDA-N.L DB"'N)
I NTEGER I
DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDA,H) , AMACH, B( LDB, N) , BETA(N)
DOUBLE COHPLEX ALPHA(N ) ,EVAL(H) , EVEC( N, N)
EXTERNAL AHACH,DCPI EtG, DeVCRe,utl ACH,DIIRCRH
CALL DGVCRG (N ,A,LDA,B, LDB, ALPHA,BETA,EVEC, N)
DO 10 I - l,N
IF (BETA(I).NE.D.) TKEN
14'
EVAL(I) .ALPHA(I ) / BETA(I)
ELSE
EYAL( I) . AMACH(2)
[ .D IF
10 COIlTI IItJE
C CAU DIiRCal <' EVU '. I . M.EVU ,I .0)
C eJ U OIill.CRI{'EVEC· ••••• EVEC•• •O)
RET1JIUIEll'
c····················································· .C 5UBROUTINE FOP. FIIIDINO THE KiS S AND STI FFNESS OF THE SYSTEK
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
SUBROUTINE llfVNCTI ON{U. BI .BJ . 01.011 ,012 . 013 . 014 ,015 . F2 , F3, F4 .FS.
1 02 .0 21 . G22.G23 ,WS,ALPHA.CA.CS)
I HPLI CI T REAL.8 (A.-H .O- Z)
Dimens i on 01 ( 10) .G11{l O) ,012( 10) ,G13 ( 10) ,0 14{l0 ) ,G1S( 10) ,F2 {l 0 ) ,
1 F3 (10) ,F4 (1 0) ,f5 (1 0) , G2(1 0) ,0 21 ( 10) , G22(1 0) ,G23 ( 10) ,U( 10) .
1 CA.(4 ) . CS(4 )
c ROE- 18S0 •• 1.25
ROE- 78S0 .






SHU R· ELAS/{(l . +ilfUE) .:! . )
U:·1.2
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • ••••••





114-C A(4) . BL
SU-CS {l)/BL"4
S12-CS(2) /B L· .3
Sl S-CS (3)/BL"2
S14" CS(4 ) / BL
<a- CAU)
C2·C A(2 ).BL
C3"CA(3) .B L" 2
C4-CA(4) .BL·~3
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C GAUSSIAN I IC TECEIlATI ON. HO. OF GAUS POINTS-l0
C .
145













SI,.(COS( BI)+COSH(BI» / (SIN (BI) +SIIIB(BI ) )
SJ =( COS (BJ) +COSH( BJ » / (SIN (BJ ) +SIIl'H(8 J ) )
CN1=At l *RNO*(I .-X)
CH2"(Ul+A12*RHO)*(1 ,~X"2)/2.
CN3=( A12 +A13*RND)* ( 1. - X"3)/3 .




1012; - X* ( At 1+A12 *RHO)
ACIf3;-X**2*U12"'AI3 ' UD)
lCJl4=-X..3 *( U3"'AI4 ·UD)
1CIfS- - X" 4 *U 4
"CJ1-ACll"'"CII2+ACI3+ACI4+ACJlS
G3=(C-A- SI -D+SI-B) - (T- E-SJ-H+SJ - F)
G4;BI_BJ * (D+B- S1- C+SI *A) - (H+F- SJ *Y+SJ*E)
GS"(BI_BJ }__2_ (C+1 _SI*D·::I*8)_ (Y+E~SJ*H_SJ·F)
QR-C-A- SI*O+SI*B
QRlaBI _(O"'B-SI*C+SI *1)
QR2aBI u2* (C+A-SI ' O-SI 'B )
Qaa-BIua* (D-S -SI *C-SI *A)
QK-Y- E- SJ*H +SJ -F
QKlaBJ _ ( H+F- SJ *Y+SJ ' E)
tlK2aBJ*_2 * (Y+E-SJ*H-SJ *F)
QK3aBJu3*(H-F-SJ*Y·SJ .E )
tlK4aBJ" 4 *(Y- E-S J *H+SJ*F)
AXX"'C1+C2 I X+C3IX *_2+C4_X__3
AAXX=C2+2 . _C3*X+3 . _C4. Xu 2
ANDaA11+A12_X+A13_X,,2+A14.X u3
SNO- S11+S12*X+S13 _X,,2+S14·X__3
EN- WS" 2_ a OE_CH_BL_· 4
AEJI.WS' _2_ROE-ACti. BL_'4
CON1-Xu2/B J +2 ./BJ_. 3




AQ2 1" X*H/ BJ- Y/ BJ ++2
AQ2201-(E/BJ u 2+X*F/BJ)
AQ23" SJ+ (F/BJ"2-X+E/ BJ )





AQ41--C3+3 . • SJ.C4./BJ
AQ42.. CON3" E+COH2.F
AQ4-AQ4.1*AQ4.2
M51=C3 .SJ+3. *C4/B J
AQ52=CON3*F-CON2*E
AQ5=AQ5 1*AQ52




AQS=- C4* X**3* P/ BJ
AQ9__C4*SJ *Xu3*E/BJ
AQ10=-C4* SJ* X.* 3* Y/ BJ
AQ=AQ1+AQ2+AQ3+AQ4+AQS+AQ6+ AQ7+AQ6+AQ9+AQI 0
ACON1=X**2/BI+2 ./BI _*3
ACON2"X** 2/BI·2. / BI** 3
ACON3-2 .*X/BI* *2
AR1-C1 . (O-B-S I * A·SI*C) /BI
AR21-X *O/B I -C/BI**2
AR22--(A/BI**2+X*B/BI)
AR23=SI* (B/ BI**2- X*A/SI )
AR24,,-SI+ ( X*C/ BI-O/ BI**2)
AR2" C2* (A&21+AR22+A&23 +A&24)
AR3 1" C3+3 . • SI'C4/BI
AR32=-ACON3*C+ACOH1 ,O
AR3=AR31*AR32
AR41--C3+3 . *SI 'C 4/B I
AR42"ACON3'A+ACON2*B
A&4,.AR41·A R42
ARS1=Ca* SI +3 . *C4/B I
AR52=ACON3'B- ACQN2' A
ARS=AR51' AR52
AR61- - C3.S1-3 . 'C4/ IH
AR62"ACON1*C- ACON3'O
AR6- AR6 1*AR62









PKB2.SL.... 2..CN. QKI /{ EFS t .AlX)





PK1Bl · QK· AlPIIA/ EFSl
PK1B2·(UU·QK1 +11X.QK2 ) /AlX
PK1B3.BL " 2. (CN. QK2+ACII+QK1) I ( All. Ers 1)




PIlil2· BL. · :Z.CIII · QRt / {EFSt · AlX)






PR1B2.. ( AAXX·QR1+AU .Qil.:2)/AXX




C THIRD ttPJI ON THE " "S S SI D£ ( " " 3) HAS BEEll SPLIT Til APPLY THE
C BOl1NDARY COMDI TIClfS
C .
AIl3 1· QK· QR·A,,p HA/ (trSl • • 2)
.1J132" - QRl ·QIl /(EFSt )
AIl33-AAn·OR·QKI/(All .EFS I )
AM34 --BL. - 2. CN.QRI·OKI/ (AXX- EFS1. - 2)
AIl3S·BL· ·2·ACN·QR-QK1/(AXX·E FS1"2)
A1l36- - AAU.ALPHA. OR. AQI (U X. EFS1) " 2
AIl37"·AAXX. QI\. QKI/(AXX-EfSl)





AU . SL- . 2 _CI _QK2/ (US 10UI )
U S. SL__2o ACII_QK1/ (EFS I - AlI )
AAS. - AAXX' ALPHA' AQI (AXXu 2'EFS1)
AA7· -AAXX·OK 1/AXX




AH3U" · QU.QKl } (EFS1)
AH312"UXX·OK ' QlU/(AXX"EFSl )
AH313,,-BL"2·CN·QR1·QKl}(AXX·EFSl · ·2)
AI1314"BLu2·ACN'QK·QRl / (AXX'EF Sl '·2)
AM31S:o- UXX* ALPHA'OK ' Aft/ (AXX' EFS1) **2
AH316,.-AAXX· QK.Qftl/ ( AXX. EFSl )





AAA4"BL · ·2 .Cn·QR2/(EFS l'AXX )
AAAS.BL "2. ACN'OR11(EFS1. AXX)
AAAS"'- U XX'OALPHA' AR/ (AXX,· 2.E FS1)
AAA7··UXX'OQrU/AXX
HAS-·AAXX'OBL' ' 2' CN.QRI/ (AXX" 2'EFS1)
AI1.31SS=AAAl +AAA2+AAA3+AAA4'A AAS·AAA6 +AAA7+AAA8
AK318"AM318A .AM318B
A113. · (EFS2*S ND) • (AH31+AM32+AM33+AM34+AM35+AM36+AM37+AII3S+
1 AM39+AI1310+AM311+AH312+A11313+ A1I314+AH31S+AM31S+AH317+AH318 )
GU -QK'QR'AND
GIB - SNO' PKB'PRB
G1O"-EFS l ' (PKA" PIlB+PKa' PIlA) • AND




G2Dl · PKB' PRB
G2D2. ·(QK1 ·PRB+QRl.PKB )
G2D3"OK1' QRl
G2D=EFS1' ( G2Dl +G2D2+G203) ' AND
c ••• •••••••••,. .
C WITHOUT SHEAR DEFLECTIOn AND/lOT . INERT. EffEC TSc.· .
C Gl(I) "GlA
C G2(I ) . ( G2A+G2B+G2C)
C .






C IIITH SHEAR DEFLECTIOI ONL.Y
C Cl( I) .(Glk+AH3+GlD+G1E)






C SUBROtrTINE FOR FINDI NG cuarc FIT
c • .
SUBROUTINE AERO(CA, CS ,AVARi:A, AVI NER}
IMPL.ICIT REAL.8 (A- H, O- Z)
DI MENSION CO( 10) .C( 10 ) ,ZC(1 7 ) .Z (110}, YC(11) , Y( 170} . A(10) ,5( 10),
1 1(10} . lR (10) , T ( 4 ,4) . F (4) ,G(4} ,AIIfV(4 .4) ,CA( 4} ,C5(4),
1 AT(4,4 )
0' 1.
DATA CD/. 325 •• 35 , .31 5 , .387 • . 39 , .315 , .33 3 , .2 7 5, .2, 0. /
DATA ze / o., 1. 25,2 .5 ,5 . ,i .5 .10. , 15 . ,20 . ,3D• • 4 0 . ,50 . •60 . ,
1 70 . , e O. ,90. , 95 . , 100/
DATA YC/O. • 1 .938,2.708,3.764 ,4 . 548, 5 .18 6 .6 .202 ,6.996 ,8 . 126,
1 8 .182 ,9. ,8 .7 52. 7 .904. 6 .296 . 3 . 776 ,2 .12" . 16/
'-D
DO 16 10;1, 10
C(I} "CD(I) . O
DO 15 J - l , 17
K"K+l
Z(K}=ZC(J)·C(I) / 100 .
Y(K}-(YC W!2 . ).c( Il/ I00 .
15 CONTI NUE
,-,
DO 17 J "1 , 10
00 17 1"1, 17
K'K +l
L·11 . (J-l ) .17
17 CONTIIIUE
CAL.L AREASECT(Z ,Y,A ,S )
CALL HATRICI ES (X,A, S,T, F, G}
IIRITE(6,') ' RAOIAL DI ST.
AVAREA"O.
AVINER- O.
00 11 1' 1, 10
AVAREA"AVAREA+A(I )
AVINER.=AVI NER,+S(I )





CALL SOLUTIOlf(T.F ,G,CA. CSl
WR:..rE (6 ,. )' AREA COEFL
00 10 1= 1,4
WRITE (6 . ...)CA(I) , CS(I)
10 CONTI NUE
WRITE(6,.) ' AVERAGE AREA





c ••••• •••••• • ••••• ••••••••••• •• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••••••C SUBROUTI NE FOR FINDINGAREA AND AREA MOHENT OF I IlERTIA
C AT VARIOUS SECTIOlfS OF THE ~U.OE
C •••••• •• " •••••• •• •••• • •• • • ~ • ••• • • •• • •••• •• •••••••• • •••• • •• • ••• • • • •• •
SUBROUTINE AREASECT(Z. Y ,A,S)
I MPLI CI T REAL. a (A- II, O- Z)
DIMENSION Z(17 0 ),Y0 70 ) , SO O), A(10)





KK 1 *17·CJ~1 )+I
A(J)"A(J)+2• . S· CZ(KK2)-Z (KK1»*
1 (Y(KK2) +Y(KK1»
S(J ) *5 (J ) +2·CCZ (KK2)-Z (KKl» .




C , • •• •• • , •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••• •• ••••••
C SUR-DUTI NE FDA. FINOING TilE HATRICIES NEEDED FOR CURVE FITTING
C , • ••••• • •••• • • • , ••• ••• , • • ••••••••••••• , •••• , •• , ••••• , • • •• • • •
SUBROUTINE llATRICIES(X,A ,S,T ,F . G)
IMPLICIT REAL.a (A- ll ,O- Z)
DI MENSION X(10 ) . XR(1 D), A(10) ,S ( 1O) ,T ( 4 ,4), F( 4 ) , G(4 )
BL*2.8
DAti xa/ I.E-1S, 125• . 25, .375, .5 , . 625, .75, .87 5, .937 , 1 . /
DO 11 1- 1,1 0
X(O *Xil. ( O ·BL
11 CONTINUE
D0 3S 1" 1,4
00 39 )=1 ,4
T(I , J) =O.
DO 39 K"1,10
T(I . J ) =T(I .J )+X(K)u(I+ J-2)
39 CONTINUE




00 49 J ·1,10
F(I ) ·F(I )+A (J ).X ( J) .....(I - l)




c •••••..••• ••• ••• •••• •••••• •••• ••••••••• •••• • •••• ••• .
C SUROUTINE FOR. FI NDI NG THE COEFFICIENTS OF AREA "'ND
C INERTIA POLYNOMIALS
C • • ••••••••••••••••••••• •• • .
St1BROUTINESOLl1'tI ON(T. F . G.C.... CS)
I MPLICIT IlEAL' S ( A-H .O-Z)
PARAMETER ( IP ATH·1 . LDA-4 . N-4)
RE"'L T(LDA.LDA) . F (N).G(N ). CA(H) .CS (N)
CALL DLSLRG(N.T. LDA.F .IPATH.CA)





COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FIND ING THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES
OF A ROTATING PRO PELLER BLADE
USING FIN ITE ELEMENT ANALYS IS
I,~;t
c··········.·············..···· ·..······ ······· ·.· .c.······· ···· ·.···· ···.····..·.···..·..· · .
C THE PROGRAMME COMPUTES THE EI GENVALUES OF A ROTATING CANTILEVER
C USING FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE. 3-D 20- NODED Il'OPARAHETRIC
C ELtH ENTS WERE USED. THE EFFECT OF ROnTlON IS EXPRESSED IN TERMS
C OF A SECONDARY STIFFNESS MATRI X CALLED STRESS SrIFFElliNG MATRI X.
c TO DECREASE THE TIME CONSUMED I N EIGENVALUE EXTRACTI ON
C DYNAMIC CONDENSATION HAS BEEN PERFORMED WITH THE KASTER DEGREES
e OF FREEDOM AS w WHERE U ,Y ,W ARE THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM AT A NODE.
c 42 ELEMENTS WI TH 362 NJDES HAVE BEEN TAKEN.
c COORDI NATES OF NODES ARE I N METERSc···.···· ··..···.···· ···..·· · o: .
c · ••• •••••• • • • •• •• • • • •• .. • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • ••••• • ••• • •
C .
C NOMENCLATURE : ~
C • • •• ••• • • • • • • •• • • ••••••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • •••• • • • • • ••••• • • ••• • "'."' . "'•• •
c NFl t FIX ED NODES
C COORD COORDINATES OF NODES OF MI ELEMENT
C GCOORD GLOBAL COORDINATES OF NODES
C SHP SHAPE FUNCTION KATRIX
c DSHP DERIVATIV E OF SHAPE FUNCTI ON MATRIX W.R . T . NATURAL COORD .
C EHASS ELEMENT MASS MATRIX
C ESTIFF ELEMENT STI FFNESS MATRIX
C ESTSTIF ELEMENT STRESS STIF FENING MATRIX
C EFORCE ELEMENT FORCE MATRIX
C EDISP ELEMENT DI SPLACEMENT HATRIX
C FVEC FORCE VECTOR FOR ALL 42 ELEMENTS
C FV ELEMENTAL FORCE VECTOR
C CFORCE CLOBAL FORCE MATRIX
C GSTIFF GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C GMASS GLOBAL MASS MATRIX
C CSTI'. REDUCED STIFFNESS HATRIX
C GIUsa REDUCED MASS MATRIX
C G 9x9 JACOBI MATRI X . 9x60 DERIVA.TIVE SHAPE FUNCTION MATRIX
C GALL G FOR ALL a GAUSS POI NTS
C DETALL DETERMItlANT OF JACOBI3x31lATRIX AT 8 G. POI NTS TO GET VOLUME
C VOL VOLUME OF AN ELEMENT
e GS21 2xl PARTITION MATRIX OF GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C OS22 2x 2 PARTITION MATRIX OF GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C T TRANSFORMATION MATRIX OF ORIG. DISP TO CONDENS. DISP
C TT TRANSPCSE OF TRANSFORMATI ON MATRIX
C "'••••••••••••••"'•• • • ••• "' .
C • • "''''•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ''' '''''' •• • • •• • •••••••• ••
IMPLI CI T REAL.a (A -H,O-Z)
PARAHETER(nRA"loa6 , NC"724, NM"362 )
DI HENSION NOD£(20) , X(20), Y( 20) .Z (20) , NFIX (33) .COORD(3, 20 ) .
1 CiCOORD(3 ,362 ) ,NDNUH(362),
1 SHP(8,20) ,DSHP(3 .a.20) .
1 ESTIFf (60 ,6 0 ) ,EMASS(60 .60) ,ESTSTIf (60 ,6 0) ,
1 EFOaCE( 60) . EDI SP{ 60 , ll .
1 FVEC(3 ,42) ,fV(3) ,GDIS~(1086) ,GFORCE(1086 ),
1 GSTIFF (10B6 , 1086) ,GHASS( 1086 , 10 86) ,GSTSTIF( 1086 ,1086),
Hi·1
1 0(9,60) ,OALL( 9 ,60, 8 ) ,DETALL(8 ),
1 VOL(42) ,
1 OS21(724,362) ,0522 (724 , 724) , OS22I NV(724 , 724) ,T21( 724 , 362),
1 T(1066,362) ,TT(362 , 1086) ,T15 (362,1086) ,TTH(362 ,1086) ,





OPEH(UlIIT.. t ,FILE'" MESHBLADE42. INP' ,TYPE"" OLD ' )
OPEN ( UHIT=2, FI LE'" NODESLADE42 . ni P ' ,TYPE'" OLD ' )
OPEN(UJIIT=6, FI LE'" BLADEFIN . iNS' ,TYPE; ' NEW')
C fixed node' .




C INIT IALIS ATI ON OF OKASS OSTIFF GDISP GFOReE EDISP mil.trici uc·····.·· ·· · · ··.· · .
DO SOD 1-1 ,1 086
GDlSP(I) "O .
GFORCE(I) _O .
DOsao J =1 ,1 086
OKA55(I ,J )=0 .
GSTIFF ( I ,J)=O.
500 COIlTINUE
DO 5251-1,362
DO 525 J -1,1086
T(J,I) :O .





DO 6 1=1 ,362
READ(l , .)NDHUK(I) ,GctJORD(l ,I) , OCOORD(2 . n ,GCOORD(S , I )





R£AD(2 , . ) ( NODE(!) , 1" 1 ,20)




COORD( 2 , I) =GCOORD(2 , K)
COOIID( 3, I ) "GCOORO(3,K)
7 CONTINUE





DO 1500 N£;1 ,4 2
flEAD(2 , "') NELMT
flEAD(2 •• )(NOOE(I ) . I =I , 20 )
00 17 0 1" 1 .20
K- NOOE(I )
COORD (l,I)"GCOORO(1 .K)
COOIID( 2 , I) ; a cOORD( 2 . K)
COORO(3 , I) .. a COORD( 3 , K)
170 CONTI NUE
00 80 1=1. 3
FV(I) "FVEC( I , NE)
80 CONTINUE
CALL EMASTlF (COORD . SHP•OSHP, ESTI FF •£HASS, FV,EFORCE. GALL. OETALL)
C"''''•••••'''''•••'''· · · · · ·. · · '''''· ·'''·· · '''······ ·· '''···· · '''· · ·····••••••••••••••••C ASSEMBLY IN THE CONDENSED FORK
C •• • ••• •• • •••••• • • ••••••••• • .. • •••••••••• • • • • ••••••••• • • • • ••• •••• • •••• •
DO 23 1- 1 . 20
DO 23 100F;1 ,3
IF(I00F .EQ.1)IG=NK+NOOE(O·2-1
I F(I00F. EQ. 1) IE " I · 3-2
I F(IDO F. EQ. 2 ) IG; NH+NODE(I) .2
I F(IOOF. EQ. 2 ) 1£" 1.3- 1
I F(IOOF. EQ. 3 ) I G; NODE( I )
I F(lOOF .E Q.3)I£" I.3
aFORCE( Ia ) "aFoRCE( I G) +EFORCE( I E)
DO 23 J "1 ,20
DO 23 J DOF= 1,3
IF (J DOF.EQ.1) JG·N H+NOOE( J ) . 2-1
IF (JOOF . EQ. 1) JE=J· 3- 2
IF (J OOF.EQ.2)JCi=IlH+NODE(J) . 2
I F(JOOF . £Q. 2 ) J£.J.3-1
IF (J OOF. Ell . 3 ) Ja =!I00E( J )
IF (J OOF.EQ.3)J£·J.3
156
<:sTI FF(IG , JG)-CSTIF F(I G. J G) +ESTI FF (I E.,J E)
CiJU SS(IG, J a)_CKASS ( I G•JG) +DlASS( I E , JE)
23 COITIIifUE
1500 COXTllIJE.
c.···················································· .C BOUJDART COIIDITI OIISC.···.··············································..· .DO 70 1-1 ,3 3
IGI-IrIXn)
I G2 · . PI. lfFII( I) · 2-1
I C3-!f Pl.NF I1 (I) .2
CFDRCE( I Gl )-O.
CFORCE( 1G2) . O.
GFORCE( I G3)- O.
D0 70NN - 1 . 1086
CSTIF F(IG l ,NN) - O. O
GSTl fF ( 1G2. NII)" O.O
GSTIFF (IG 3 ,NN)- O.O
GSTIFF (NN, IGl ) · O. O
GSTIFF ( NN, IG2 ) - O. O
GSTIFF ( NN,IG3 ) - O. O
GKASS(IGl , IIN) - O.O
GHASS(IC2 , 1R) - O.O
GKASS( I C3 . 1II) - O.O
GKASS(llf, I C:l ) - O.Q
GPUS S(IIf ,IG2) · O.O
G"1S5 0l'•• I (3 ) - 0 . 0
70 ctllT I IWE
c···.·····.················.·····..·······..···..··· .C PtlSITIVE DU I IIIn: KATRIX
C .
DO 800 1 - 1 ,1 086
IF(G5TI FF (l . 1 ) . Eg . 0 . 0 ) GSTU'F (I ,I ) " l E+20
600 CDNTIIfUE
C IKSL SlJBROt1TINE FINDS THE CDI SP FOR A SYMK. LI NEAR SYSTEM • • • •
CALL DLSASF(NRA,GSTIFF ,HRJ..GFORCE,GDI SP)
c • • •••• •• •• •••••••••••••• • •••••••• • ••• • • • • • • .
c ELEMENT DIS P. MATRIX
C .
REWI II'D( 2 )
DO 1000 11£-1 ,42
READ (2 , . ) liELMT
READ(2 , .)(NO OE(U ,1 -1 .20 )
151'




EDISP(J tI ·2 ,1 )-GOISP(l'l'tl )
EDISP(J t I - l , tl -GDISP(M.1IQ)
EDISP(3 oI,l ) - GDISP(1U'I3)
17 COITIJl1E
CALL ST1\ESS (EDISP.GALL,ESTSTI F. DEfALL)
DO 23 1 n -l .2O
DO 231 I OOI-l, 3
IF (I DOF. EQ. I)IG- I II+I OO! ( U ) o2· 1
IF (I DOF.EQ. 1) IE- n+ 3- 2
IF (IO OF.EQ.2 )IC- I II+I DDE( U ) +2
IF (ID OF.EQ.2 )IE - n o3- 1
IF (I DOF.EQ.3) N - I QOE( I I)
II (IDOF.~ . 3)IE-IIo3
00231J}-I .20
DO 23 1 JOOF- I , 3
IF(JDOF . ~. I)JG-I!'I+ IDD!(JJ)' :H
IF (J DOF.EQ. !).n: - JJ o3- 2
IF( JDOr.EQ.2 ) JC-XIl+I DDE( JJ ) o2
IF (J DOF.EQ.2)JE-J J o3-1
I F(JOOF.EQ.3)J G-IfODE(J J)
IF (J DDF.EQ.3)JE- JJ o3
CSTSTIF ( I G,J G) -GSTSTI F( I G,J C) +ESTSTIF (I E, J E)
23 1 COIlTIllUE
1000 COIlTINtJE
DO 600 1- 1.1086
DO 600 J - 1, 1086
GSTI FF( I , J ) - as TIF' (I , J) +CSTSTIF( I , J )
!SOO CONTINUE
DO 700 1- 1,1 086
I F(GSTIfF (I ,I) .EQ.O.O) GSTIFF(I, I) - IEt 20
700COIITIIltJE
00 52 1- 1.7 24
DO S2J- l , 362
CS21( I , J ) -CSTlFF (362+I ,J )
52 CDI'ITIJlUE
158
DO 54 1. 1. 724
DO 54 J;;1.724
CiS22 (I, J) · GSTlF F( 362+1, 362+J)
54 CoNTlliUE
c · •••• ••••••••••••.. •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••C CONDENSED HASSAHD STIFFNESS KATR1G1ES
C 'lo• •••
CALL DLINDS(NC.GS22,HC,GS221NV,NC)





DO 280 J" 1.362
T(I+362, J) =- T21( I . J)
280 CONTINUE
DO 290 1=1 .362
DO 290 J-1.1086
TT(I.J) · T(J .l)
290 CONTINUE
CALL MATMUL(TT .GSTlFF, TTS,362.1086 .108 6)
CALL MATMUL(ns ,T .CSTR.362. 1066,362)
CALL MATtroL(TT,GMA55,TTK.362 .1085.1086l
CALL MATMt1L(TIM, T . CHA5R..362.1086.3 62)
DO 350 1.1 ,362
DO 350 J. 1 . 362
G5TJl.(I,J)"1 . E~14 .GSTR(I . J)
350 CONTINUE
DO 7 50 1"1 .362
IF(GSTR(I ,I> . EQ.o . Ol GSTR(I . I) =1E+20






SUBROUTINE EIGEN(8, A. EVAL)
C .
PARAMETER (n ;;352)
DOUBLEPRECISION A(H,N) , AKACH. BClC N) ,BETA(N) ,GPIRC,P1
DOUBLE COHPLEX ALPHA(N) ,EVAL ( N) ,EVEC(N,N)
EXTERNAL AMACH ,GPIRG.GVCRG,UMACH,WRCRN
CALL DC;VCRG(Il, A,Il, B,N, ALPHA,BETA,EVEC,Il )
PI"' J .14 15926
DO 10 I" l , N
IF (BETA( I) .NE. O. ) THEil





DO 20 1=1, 30
WRITE(5 ,. ) ' EVAL RPS ', I
WRITE(S , .)EVAL(I).. . 5! ( 2 . •PI )
20 CONTINUE
CALL OWRCRII('E VEC' , Il , N ~J47 ,EVEC,N , O)
RETIJRN
END
c •••• •• •••••••••••• • ,..•• • •• ,...,..,.. " ,.. "•••
SUBROUTINE EKASTIF(COORD,SHP ,OSHP.£STI FF, EMASS ,FV,EFORCE ,
1 GALL ,DETALL)
C "' "". "'•• • • • • ••• •
I MPLICIT REAL. a ( A- H, O-Z)
PARAMETERCHJ-3 )
DIMENSIONC(e ,9) ,AJ (9 ,9 ) ,05 (9, 60) ,OSHP(3,8 . 20 ) ,SHP( B, 20),
1 0 (6 , 6) , CAJ(6 , 9) , B(6 ,60 ) , BT(60 .6 ) ,BTO(60 ,6) , ESTIF F(GO, 60 ) ,
1 EMASS(6 0 ,60) , COORO(3 , 20 ) , AJI NV(3 ,3) ,AN(3,60) , 1I1T(60 , 3 ) ,
1 BTD8(6 0 , 60) ,ANT11(60,60 ) , ANTNR(60, 60) , WT(S) , AJAC(3, 3),
1 FV(3) .EFORCE(60 ) ,ANTF(6 0 , t> ,ESTSTIF(60 ,60) ,
1 GALL(9 , 60 , a) ,OETALL(S) ,G(9 , 60 )




COEF"'EL1S'(1. ·ANUE)! ( (1 . +ANUE). (1 . - 2 •• ANtIE»
CIl1"ANUE/(1. - J,.NUE)
C1l2" . S. ( t. - 2 •• ANut)/(1 . - AliVE)
C •••••••••••"'•• "',..•••••••••"'••••,.. ,.. ,.. ,..,...,.. ..
C INIT IALIZ ATI ON
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ,.. .
DO 112 1- 1,5 0
EFORCE(I)"O.
ANTF(I . t>"'O.
DO 112 J" 1.60
EMASS(I,n..o .
ESTI FF(I,J) ..O.
8TOB(I , J )"0 .
AIITNR(I, J )1I0 .
,\IITN(I ,J)" O.
112 CONTINUE
DO 116 1=1 ,9
DO 116 J"l ,9
160
AJ U .J ) -o .
116 CDNTIJlUE
DO 118 1· 1, 9
DO 118 J" I . 60





81(J. 1) ·0 .
B10(J . 1) · 0 .
122 CONTIIfUE
DO 111 1- 1. 6
0011 1 J . l. 9
C(I ,J) -o .
111 COIfTIltIt
00 36 1- 1. 3
DO 36 J . l ,6 0
u U .J) - O.
AJT(J . I )-o .
36 CONTIIUE
DO 115 1- 1. 6
DO 115 J·l .6
D(I ,J )aO.
115 COIlTIIlUE




C(4 , 4 )-1.
C(S,6) · 1.
C(S,8) - 1.
C(6 , 3)-1 .
C(6 . 7> - 1.
e 0 !lAnI I (6 x6) .
OCt.1)-l .




0(3 . 3 ) -1.
D(4.4 ) · CII2
D(S ,S)·CN2
0(6 ,6 ) - CN2
D(2.1 ) . CNl
D(3.0 · CNl
D(J.2)-CNl
DO 30 1.1 .6
DO 30 J al .6
O(I . J ) - COEf.O(I .J )
30 COllTl lUE
DO 1000 1.1 , 8
161
00120 1- 1,3
DO 120 J-1, 3
AJ1C{I , J ) ..0 .
DO 12Q " " 1,20
Sms"COORO (J ,K) - OSHP( I ,Ii ,K)
AJ1C(I , J )-AJAC(I , J ) <tSU!'I
120 CONTINUE
CET"AJ1C( 1, 1) _ (AJ AC( 2 , 2) oAJAC( 3 , 3) - AJAC( 3 ,2) oAJ AC( 2 , 3» -
1 AJAC(l ,2 ) oCUA C(2,n oAJAC(3,3)-AJA C(3 , 1) "UAC(2 , 3»<t
1 AJ AC(1, 3) " ( U AC(2 , O o,I,JAC(3 , 2 ) - AJ AC( 2 ,2 ) o.lJAC(3 ,I »
CAL OLIHII.G (NJ ,AJAC, NJ ,AJIHV, NJ )
DO 44 r-r ,a
DO 44 J- l ,3




AJ( I,Jj"AJIliV (I -3 , J -3 )
15 CONTI NUE
DO 20 1=7,9
DO20 J - 7 ,9
AJ{I ,J) -AJIlf v(I·6 , J -6 )
20 COllTllfUE
00 25 1-1 ,3
00 25 K-t ,20
n-l<t3" (K- 1l
OS(I, II )eOSHP(I , .,K)
OS(I <t3,II<tl)-OSHP (I , . , K)
DS(I <t6,II<t2}-OSHP(I ,r ,II:)
2S COIlTIJfUE
CALL MAnruL (C,AJ,C.U, 6 ,9 ,9 )
CALL Ml 1l1tJL(CAJ , OS , B, 6, 9 ,60}
CALL MATHUL(AJ ,OS,G,9 ,9 ,6 0)
OETALL(IO"OET
DO 33 1 1-1 ,9
DO 33t J - 1 , 60
GALL (I , J , N) "G(I ,J )
331 CONTINUE
DO 35 1-1, 6
DO 35 J - 1,6 0
BTU , n - B(I ,J )
3S CONTI NUE
DO 37 1- 1,3
DO 37 M- I ,20
MH-I <t(M- 1) "3
AN (I, MH)"S HP(N,I1)
:,.:
37 CONTINUE
DO 38 1" 1,60
DO 38 J= I ,3
ANT{I , J )"AN(J , n
38 CONTINUE
CALL KATMULCBT,0 ,B10, 60,6 ,6)
CALL MATIIUL (BTO,B, BTDB. 60 ,6 . 60)
CALL MATMUL ( ANT. AN,ANTN,60 ,3.60)
CALL MATKlJL(ANT,FV.ANTF, 60, 3, 1)
DO 39 1=1,6 0
DO 39 J"' 1.60
ANTNR(I,J )"ROE'ANTN (I. J )
39 CONTINUE
DO 40 1"1 ,6 0
PRF"OET.\IT(lO *ANTF{I,n
EFORCE(I ) -EF ORCE(I )+PRF
0040J"I,60
PRST- OET*WT (K) ' STOB(I ,J)
PRMAS=DET*WTon ..ANTNR(I , J )
ESTIFf(I , J) . ESTIFF(I , J ).PRST





C ~ ~ .. ~ .
C SUBROUTINE fOR CALCULATING STRESS STIFF ENING MATRIX
C , • • • • • •• •••
SUBROUTINE STRESS(EDISP,GALL,ESTSTIF ,DETALL)
IMPLICIT REAL'S (A -H ,D~Z)
DIMENSION ESTSTIF(60,60) ,Wl(S) ,
1 G(9,60),GT(6 0 ,9 ) .S (9,9),GTS (60 ,9 ) .GTSG(60,60 ) ,
1 EGl(3 ,9) .EG2(3 ,9) ,EG3(3 ,9) ,CA(1,3) ,CS(1 , 3) ,CC(I ,3 ) ,
1 EGIG(3 ,BO).EG2G(3 ,60 ),EG3G(3 ,60 ) ,
1 EDISP (60 ,t) .GP1(3,1l ,GP2(3,1l,GP3(3 ,1l ,
1 S1A(3,3) ,SlB(3 ,3 ) ,Sl C(3,3) .Sl1(3,3) ,
1 GALL(9 ,BO,8 ),OETALL(S )
DATA IIT/a .1. /
EUS"'20.8EI0
! NUE-. 3
(,EE- £LAS/« 1. "ANUE)· 2.)
00521· 1 ,3
DO 52 r-i, s
E:110 , J)=0 .
EG2 (1 ,J )·0 .
EG3(J , J )"O.
52 CONTI NUE
DO 154 1= 1 ,6 0
DO 15 4 J_ l ,60
E5TSTIF (I , ~ ) -0.
GTSO(I , J) - O.
154 COnTINUE
DO 50 1"1. 3





DO 30 J " l ,3
51A(I.J)"0.
51B(I,J) ·0 .
51C(I , J) =0.
511 (I , J) ·0.
30 CONTINUE
DO 58 1·1 , 9
DO 58 J. l ,9
5( l ,J),,0 .
58 CONTINUE
EG1( 1 . n - ELAS
EG1(2 . 2) · CEE
EG1(:2. 4)-CEE
EG1(3 . 3) " GEE
EG1{3.n·GEE
EG2( 1.2) "OEE
EG2( 1 .4 ) ·GEE
EG2(2 .S ) ·ELA5
EG2 (3. 6) · GEE
EG2( 3 . 8) ·O EE
EG3( 1.3)·GEE













DO 1000 NP-l ,a
DO 139 1" 1 ,9
DO 139 J" 1. 60
~ (I .J )"CAI.L(I.J. IiP )
139 ctl JrTIIWE
DO 136 1-1,9
DO 136 J-l , 60
GT{J ,U-G(I. J )
136 COlfT1NUE
CALL 1""TH1JL (EC 1 ,~ . EC IC , 3 . 9 , 60 )
CALL l'lATHUI. (EGIC , E01SP , CP l . 3 , 60, 1)
CALL HATHUL ( CP1 . CA, ZlA ,3 ,1, 3 )
CALL HATMUL{EC2 , C , EC2 C, 3 ,9, 60 )
CALL HATHUL (EC2C, EOt SP ,GP2 ,3 ,60 ,l)
CALL HATHUL (GP2, CB ,518 ,3, 1.3)
CALL HATHUL (EC3, ~ . EC3G , 3 . 9 , 60 )
CALL MATMUL( EC3G, ED1SP . GP3 , 3 , 60 , l )
CALL HATHtJL( CP3 . CC, S IC . 3 . 1 , 3 )
DO S4 1"1 ,3
DO S4 J - 1, 3
Slt( I .J)_SU(I. J) +51B(I . J )+51C(I , Jl
5 (I ,J )-S11(I . J )
S (I+3 ,J+3) -S 11(I , J )
S(If6,Jf6)-S11 (I .J)
54COlfTlIIUE
CAU, KAnM.( GT. S ,GTS, 6 0, 9. 9 )
CAU, M4nroL (GTS.G.GTSG, 60, 9 ,6 0 )
OET-OETALL{JCP)
DO 40 1"'1 . 6 0
DO 40 J - l .60
PR-DET.WT(NP) . GTSG( I . J)





c·······································..············· .~ :~~:~~~ ~ ~:.~~~ .~~;: ~~ .~~~; ~~~~~:;~~~ .
SUBROUTINF HATHUL( A, B, C, !, J , K)
I f,·,
I MPLICIT RE.ll .8 (A-H .O-Z )
OIMOISIOII A(I . J ) . BO , K),C(I , K)
00 B8 n-l , 1
DO B8 IK~l.K
SUM·O .
00 17 JJ-l ,J
SUM-S UM+A ( II ,JJ) . 8(JJ , KK)
77 COrrrIIltIE





SUBROUT IlI E SHAPE( SHP,DSHP)
C .
I MPLI CIT I\.EAl . 8 (A- K,O- Z)
DIMENSION ZE(20 ) , EE( 20) , ZT( 20) , F( 24) ,S HP( 8 , 20 ) , oSIIP( 3, 8 ,2 0 ) ,
1 CP ( 2 )
DATA GP/ - O. 577 3502 69 189 626 ,0 .5 77350269189626/
C tho NODE nWllberi ng ha, bun starteQ tor t he bottom.f "-Co \l ith
c 1 at t he lef t tront en d •••••••••••••••••••••• " •• • • • • • • • • • • • ••
DATA ZE/ 1. , 1.,- 1. , - 1. , 1. , 1. , - 1. ,-1. , 1. , 0 . , - 1. , 0. ,
1 1. ,0 . , - 1.,0 .,1. ,1., -1. ,-1. /
O,\T.l ££/-1., 1.,1 . , -1. , - 1 . , 1 ., 1 .,-1. . 0 .,1 . , 0 . , -1 . ,
10.,1 .,0 . ,-1. ,-1 . , 1.,1 . , -1 . /
DATA ZT/-1 .,-1 . , - 1. , - 1 . , 1. , 1 . , 1. , 1., - 1., - 1., - 1. ,-I.,
1 1. ,1.,1 . , 1. ,0 . ,0 . ,0 . ,0 . /
C t o r co rner node. 1 23 4 5678 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••
"-0.
DO ... J -l, 2
DO 4 K-1 ,2














00551 - 1 , 8
SHP(H,1 )- 1 . / 8 . • ( l. +"Ze . ZE( I) . ( l . +AEt · EE(I » .( l. +AZT. ZT(I » ·
1 (AZE+ZE(I) +AEE·Ef(I) . AZT· ZTU}-2 .)
OSHP( I, ll, I ) .1 ./8 . • ZE( I) .( 1. +"U . EE( I) . ( 1. +All· ZTO » ·
1 (~ . • AZE.Z E( I )+ AEE.EE ( I)+AZT·n(I ) - I . )
DSHP( 2 ,N, I ) - 1 . / 8. +EE(I ). ( 1 . +AlT. n ( I » . ( 1 . +AZE. ZE( I} ) ·
1 (2 •• AE.E. U ( I )+AZT·ZT (I )+AZE·l.E ( I) -I . )
OSHP(3 ,I , I) =1 . /8 . • ZT(I ) . (1. +AZE.ZE (I n-(1 . +AEE.££( I» ·
1 (2 • • UT . ZT(I )+,I,ZE.ZE ( O .AEE.EE U ) -I . )
SS COBTIIWE
C f or nod.a v i t h ZE..O. 10 14 16 12 .
DO 99 1- 10 , 16
IF ( I.EQ.l0 ) J2 * I
IF (I . EQ.12 ) J2 · 1
IF(I. EQ.14) J2"1
IF U . EQ. 16 ) J2 *I
SHP(Il,J2) - 1. / 4 •• ( 1 . - AZE"2). (l. +AEE. EE(J2». (1 . • AZT.ZT(J2 »
OSHP( l , _ . J2 ) __1 . /2 . • AZE. ( I . +1EE.EE (J2 » . (1 . +An . ZT(J2 »
OSHP(2,. , J2 ) -1 ./4 •• EE(ll) . ( 1 . - AZE"2 ) . ( 1 . +An .n(J2»
DSHI'(3 , . , J 2 ) - 1./4 •• ZT(':2) . U . - AZE·.2) . (1 . +1EE.U(J2»
99 COJlTlJlUE
C f or noda a v i t.b ££. 0 . 9 11 15 13 ..
DO90 1-9 ,15
IF (I .EQ.9) J3-1
IF (I .EQ. 11) J3-I
IF (I .EQ.1 3)J 3-1
I F(I .£Q.15 )J3·I
SHP(I , J3)- 1./4 •• ( 1 . - 1££••2 ) . ( 1. +AZT.ZT (J3 » . (I .+AZE.ZE(J 3)}
OSHP( 1 ,I ,J3) - 1./4 . • ZE( J3) . ( I . - AEE••2). (I . HZT .n(J3»
aSHP(2 ,I , J 3 ).·1 .rz...AEE.( 1 .+AZT.n(J 3» . ( 1 . +AZE.ZE ( J3»
aSHP(3 , 1 , J 3 ) - 1. /4 • • ZT(J3 ) . (1 . - J,.£E"2). (l . +.I.2E. 2£ ( J3»
90 COIITI IIUE
C f or nod•• vith ZT- O. 17 18 19 20 • • • " " ••
DO 95 J4-17 , 20
SHP(Il , J4) . 1. / 4 •• ( 1. - AZT"2). (1 . +12£.2£( J 4». (1 , +AEE. EE(J 4»
OSHP(1,. , J4 ) -1 . /4 • • ZE(J4 ) - (1 . -.1.21"2). ( 1 . +AEE. U ( J 4) )
DSHP(2,R,J1)·t . /4 , *EE(J4 ) .(1 .-AZT"2). ( I . +AZE.ZE (J4 »






SUBROUTI NE ELVO LUME(COORD,DSHP,VOLUM E)
C ,. .
IKPLICIT REAL.8 (A-H,O-2)
DIMENSION COORO (3 ,2 0) ,DSHP(3,8 , 20) ,AlAe(3,3) ,WT(S)
DATA wT/a"1.1
VOLUME·O ,
DO 1000 N.l ,8
DO 120 r - l , 3
DO 120 J =l, 3
AJAC(I, J ) -O .
00 120 K"'l , 20
SUM _COORO(J ,K).OSHP ( I , rl , K)
AJ AC(I,J) =AJAC(I,J) l' SUM
120 CONTINUE
OEi=A JAC( 1 ,1 ) . (AJ AC(2 , 2) . AJAC( 3, 3 ) - AJAC(3, 2 ) .AJ AC(2 ,3» -
1 AJAC(l ,2 ). ( AJAC(2, l ) .AJAC (3 ,3 )-A J AC( 3 , l). AJAC(2 ,3» +








IMPLICIT REAL.8 (A-H,O -Z )
DIMENSION XL(8) . FRC( 8) , FVEC(3 , 42) ,yeOl (7) ,VRATIO(7 . 6), VOL(42 ) ,
1 FELH(42 ) , FCOl (7)
DATA XL/ D. , . 14285 ,. 2857, .42 85 , .5 7 14 , .7142, .857,1./
PI"' 3 . 141592 6




DO 10 1.1 ,7
VCoL(I)"O.





DO 151- 1, 7
DO 15 J "I ,6
K=K+l
VRATIO(I , J) - VOL( K) /VCOL(I)
15 CONTINUE
BL·2 .8
41" .3 410990 2
A2·.1620474





IIS-2 . 'P I'S .
C WS- 2 . , PI ' 10 .
C VS- 2.'PI' l S.
C VS"2 . ' PI'20 •





DO 18 1- 1,8
U - XLU )
n -UI ' RJ ' ( I .-U )
F2- (A1I'U2 '1UJ) ' ( 1 . - U ' ' 2) /2.
r 3-(A 12, u3, !ul) , ( 1 . · U ..3) /3 .
F4- (A13• .u,, ' PJf) ' ( I . - U ,,")/4 .
r S- U "· ( I. - U n S) / S.
F'RC(1) - ( F1"12+Y3+F4+YS) ' ROE' VS' ' 2 ' 81 ' ' 4
18 COMTIM
DO 24 1-1 ,3
DO 24 J- l," 2
rvEC(I ,J )-O .
24 COBTIM
r-c
DO 20 1- 1,1
FCOL(- ) - YRC( n - YRC( I ..U
DO '20 J- l, 6
I-K '1
FELK(K ) -FCOL (I) ' YRATI D( I .»





COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR COMP UT ING THE NAT URAL FREQU ENCY
OF THE ROTOR-SHAFT SYSTEM
......... ..................... ................. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... ..... .. ..................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .....
............................................................................
........ THE PROGRAM FI NDS THE NATURAL IlHIRLI NG FREQ. OF THE ...
... ........ ROTOR- SHAFT SYSTEM•
. ........ ADDED MASS DUE TO WATER I S TAKEN INTO WATER. ...
... . . . .... FORWARD/ REVERSE WHIRL FREQ. AREGOT.
..... ....... SIIEAR DEFLECTION EFFECTS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED ..
...................................................................... .. ....
NOKENCLATURE: -
...................... .... .................. .. ................................
EE1,EE2 '" ROOTS OF THE EQUATIONFOR THE ROTOR
AL • ROOTS OF THE EQUATION FOR THE TAILSHAFT AND THE OVERHANG
Ql • COEFFI CI ENTS OF THE DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION FOR T •SHAFT
FUN .. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
AMS .. MASS PEa UIlIT LENGTH OF SHAFT
AHft .. MASS PER UNIT LENGt H OF ROTOR
AMOMS • AREA MOMENT Or INERTI A OF SHAFT
'MOMR '" AREA MOMENT OF I NERTH OF ROTOR




OPEH ( UIlI T.6. FI LE.'SHAFTFftEQ. ANS' ,nPE,, 'NEW')
PI ..3 .14 1S927
DATA RPS/ .1 , 1. ,2 . ,3 . ,4 . ,S . /
DO 30 1" 1 ,6
CMEGA"'2 •• pt .RPS(I )
C FIRST ITERATI ON .
W· l.
10 W"W+.01
CALL QFUNCTION(W,FUN , AL,EE1,EE2, OMEGA .Ql, Q2, Q3 , Q4. EFS)
I F(ABS (FUN) .EQ. FUN)GO TO 20
GO TO 10
C SECOND ITERATI ON ...
20 t,:.W·'.OOl
CALL QFUNCTION(lI, FUN, AL,EE1,EE2, CMEGA,Q1. Q2. Q3.Q4 , EFS)
I F(FUll,LT. ABS( FlJll})GO TO 100
GO TO 20
100 WRITE(6,. )CMEGA.W, o l , 02, Q3,Q4 ,AL
30 CONTINUE
I F( EFS . LT.1 .)WRITE(6, . ) 'REVERSE WHI RL'




SUBRCUTINE QFUNCTlON(W,rUN,AL, EEl ,£E2 , OtlEGA,Q1 , Q2. Q3 ,C4.E FS)
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
P!"'3 . 141592 7
ELAS" 20 . 6Z1 0











c ••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••• •••• •• ••• •••• ••• •••••• •• ••••• •••• •••••




C •••••••• •••••••••••••••• • •• • •••••••••••••••••• ••• •• • • ••• • ••••••
C ••••••••••••••••• • • •• • ••• ••••••••••••••••• • • •••••••••••••••••••





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••• •••••••• ••••••••••••• •••
C ADDEO MASSDUE TO WATER
C • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • •• •• • • • • • • • • • •
C ROE_7850 .
ROE· 7850 •• 1 .25
C ••• •• >10 l .
C >10••• •• • • • >10>10 >10 .
C DEGREE OF FIXITY
C ••••••••>10 >10 >10 .
STIF =O.
C STI F; 1. E-f5





AM(''1S·A REA·RAD·· 2 / 4 .
AMOMR=AROT.RROT••2/4.
ZETA1.ROE. AMOMR/AKR
ZETAR-ELAS.A MOMR/ (AMR.OMEGA•• 2.TLEN**4)
ZETAS=ELAS. AMOMS/ (AMS' OMEGA•• 2.T LEN••4)
C1;ZET Al'W "'2' (EFS+AI(' ELAS/SHEAR) / ( ZETAR' TLEU" 2)
C2.W....2. ( AK' ZETAl'ROE'OMEGA"2.W. *2 ..EF5! 5HEAR-l . ) /ZETAR
DISC",(C1"2-4 .*C2 ) " ,,5
EE1'« -Cl +DISC)/2.) u . s
£E2·«C1+015C)l2 .) ... . 5











ALP1'"- (2 . ' AL*SHA+STIF ' (CHA- CA) ) ! (2 •*AL' SA"STl FII'( CHA- '::A) )
ALP2; (STU'*SRA-ST IF *SA)/ ( 2 •• AL*SA+STI F*(CIlA- CA) )


















CN3-1 . -(G AM·AtlU)*..2
CN4"'1.+(GAM*ANU) **2
THl -CN1*PH3*CL- ANU' (eNl'PH1+GAH*C N3) 'S L+
1 CN2*PH3'CHL-ANU, (CN2'PH1 +C"H*CN4 ) ' SHL
TH2: - «CH1*PH4+CN3) 'CL -ANU*CIl1*PH2' SL+
1 CCN2 ' PH4+CN4) H:HL- ANU. CN2,P H2'S llL)
TH311TH2ITH1
17.1
U .. . 5 . (CN1'PH3' TH3+CN1 ' PH4+CN3)
R2" •6. ANU" ( (CNl 'PH 1+GUI' CN3) ' TH3+CNl'PH2)
R3 6' (CN2,PH3 ' TH3+CN2' PH4+CN4)
R4 S' ANU' ( (CN2'PHl +GAM' CN4) * TH3+CN2' P1I2)
Xl"Rl 'SL+R2*CL
X2--R2'SL+U'CL
X3"R4 'CRL -R3 'SR L
C "" .










03 =2 . , P2 / (ALP1' S I N(ALA)+ALP2* «as (ALA)+CllSH(ALA) ) - 51Nil(ALA))
Ql"AL P hQ3
Q2-ALP2 *Q3
Q4" -Q2
RETURN
END
17-1




